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Greeks get together to
support Mini Grand
Prix for the children

Mitchell Houck leads baseball to win
over in-state rivaI USF -SEESPORTs,e1

-SEE NEWS,A2
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Impeachment
hearing held up
two weeks by
new charges,

•
(•

fl

t ·

•

Second senator accused by Trial
• Team; Sens. Tara Szczepanski,
. Jasen Enz face separate hearings
TIFFANY BECK
Senior StaffWriter

Sens. Tara Szczepanski and Jasen Enz will face impeachment April 20 on charges brought by a student organization, the Mock 'Iiial Team.
Szczepanski is accused of condoning the misuse of SGA
funds and not reimbursing the Trial Team in a timely manner. Enz is accused of threatening to withhold future funding from the organization and using his position to cancel
• current funding.
Both of them maintain their innocence.
SGA Senate heard new charges Thursday and voted to
• hold an impeachment hearing of Enz, in addition to voting
to rescind the original impeachment hearing of Szczepanski's so that Senate can hear all the charges against her in
one hearing.
The impeachment hearings for Enz and Szczepanski
will be separate, but both will be held on April 20. The new
charges against Szczepanski include charges connected to
the e-mail that had been attached to the original affidavit
., heard in Senate on March 9.
The third set of affidavits had to be voted on by the Legislative, Judicial and Rules Committee in order to reach the
, Senate floor, so that Senate could vote on whether to hold
an impeachment hearing. In the LJR Committee meeting,
there was some initial confusion over whether the affidavits were in proper form. However, during a 15-minute
• caucus, LJR voted to bring the affidavits to the Senate floor.
Szczepanski felt the decision to vote was rushed. "I
would have rather they waited to hear it in committee next
week," she said. "I really felt like it was rushed and that peo" ple in committee and Senate didn't have enough time to
'f read it."
This is the third affidavit the Trial Team has submitted
• in reference to the impeachment of the two senators. A
previous affidavit with charges was dismissed for technical
PLEASE SEE
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· Students traveling
· to
Texas for college
..
. :coding
contest
.
. :Programmers will compete in IBM
:tim~d problem-solving competition
•

•

PADRICK BREWER
Contributing Writer

• A team of PCF computer programmers will head to San
• : Antonio Saturday for the 30th annual Association for Com•puting Machinery International Gollegiate Programming
: contest sponsored by IBM.
: , The ACM-ICPC world final will be held at the Hilton
• ·.Palacio del Rio on April 12 at 8 a.m. The programming con• test pits teams from universities around the world against
•each other in a timed competition. Teams have up to five
• : hours to complete as many problems as they can. Each team
: receives the same set of problems.
"The teams compete simultaneously to solve very complex problems," Doug Heintzman said. Heintzman is a
• · director of strategy at IBM as well as the sponsorship executive of the ICPC. "There are different colored balloons that
"correspond to each problem, and, when a team finishes one
problem, they receive the balloon with the color that corre• sponds with the difficulty of the problem they finished"
The UCF team is <:me of the 83 world finalists from a field
. of over 5,600 teams from 84 different countries. Teams compete in regional qualifying competitions to determine who
•
advances to the finals.
The UCF team comprises three students: Adam Camp.. bell, Walter Mundt and Casey Thurston.
•
Campbell, a graduate student in computer science, and
Thurston, a senior double-majoring in computer science
and micro- and molecular biology, have each competed in
the world finals before: Campbell in last year's fiiia.J. in
• . Shanghai, China, and Thurston in Prague, Czech Republic,
two years ago. It will be the first appearance in the world
PLEASE SEE
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COURTESY UCF POUCE OEPARTMENT

The interior of a car recently vandalized at UCF. The UCF Police Department and students are concerned about the high number of car thefts, burglaries and vandalisms over the past few weeks.

Burglaries and thefts on the rise around UCF area
MELISSA AROCHA
StaffWriter

A recent hike iii automobile burglaries and thefts in the UCF
area over the last few weeks has caused concern for students and
the UCF and Orange County police departments.
"We sent an e-mail to Orange County informing them of the
recent hike of car burglaries and car thefts that have been taking
place on and around the UCF campus," said Sgt. Troy Williamson
of the UCF Police Department.
"I've seen car windows smashed in, vandalism, and even stolen
cars have become a problem," said Manuel Guerrero the field
supervisor of parking services.
·
According to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement,
there were 78,325 motor vehicle thefts in Florida in 2004; 6,393
occurred in OraI}.ge County and 361 of them were reported by the

Students go
to I-Drive to
oppose wage
policies of
McDonald's

UCFPD.
Though car theft is a problem around UCF, car burglaries happen more often.
According to the crime analysis unit in Orange County, there
were 26 car thefts and 68 auto burglaries in a two-mile radius
around UCF from Jan. 5 through April 5, -2006.
Drivers can take steps to protect their belongings.
"Don't leave valuables in your vehicles," Guerrero said. "If you
do leave valuables, leave them in the·trunk. We've seen purses laying in the front seat; that is just asking for someone to break in to
take it and possibly ev~n take your car."
PLEASE SEE
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Students Jeff Grim (left) and Jasen Smith (right) hold signs protesting McDonald's wage policies toward lmmokalee workers.

Similar protests held in Chic.ago, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Nashville over weekend
ANDREW VAN WART
StaffWriter

UCF students carpooled to
International Drive last weekend
to pay a visit to the world's
largest McDonald's. Instead of
patronizing the establishment,
they stood along the sidewalk
near the entrance to the McDonald's drive-thru, brandishing
signs of disapproval for the corporate establishment's . wage
policies, specifically wages for
farm workers harvesting produce.
·
·
McDonald's refused to comment.

The protesters encouraged
motorists to boycott America's
number one fast food restaurant.
"There are a lot of reasons not
to support McDonald's," fresh~
man Jeff Grim said, "but we're
here today to give people information about the Coalition of
Immokalee Workers and the
sub-poverty wages they work ·
for." Grim stood along the walkway of I-Drive sporting a colorful sign reading "Hey Ronald,
quit clowning around! Support
farm workers rights!"
An Orlando Police Department officer peered from across
the street in his squad car at the

.

..

demonstration. His ,purpose
soon became apparent as he
intercepted a jaywalker who
belonged to the protest group.
After writing the man a $43 ticket for crossing I-Drive illegally,
the officer, who refused to give
his name, said, "I have lots ofbetter things to do, but, unfortunately, I'm stuck here dealing with
you guys."
.
The officer said that he was
responding to a phone call made
by the I-Drive McDonald's manager who complained that the
protesters were harassing
motorists and telling them not to
eat at McDonald's.

This wasn't the only McDonald's protest happening over the
weekend; several other demonstrations also took place around
the country in . Chicago, Los
Angeles, Phoenix and Nashville,
all of which were advocating the
CIW's cause.
Although autonomously distinct from any human rights
organization, these protesters
were acting out of sympathy for
the cause of the Coalition of
Immokalee
Workers.
Immokalee, a farming town in
Southwest Florida, is one of the
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Walesa discusses world politics
Former polish leader said countries still look to America for example of hope, leadership
BARTZINO

Education career fair today!
Career Services and Experiential Learning will be holding the 2006 Spring Education
Career Fair today at 9 am. in
the Education Building Gymnasium. School officials will
be on hand to discuss career
opportunities and critique
resumes; interviewing work.shops will also be available.
For more information, call
W. Scott Wise at 407-823-2361.

Speech on corporate ethics
President and CEO of the
Leon H. Sullivan Foundation
Hope Masters will speak on
"Corporate Ethics: Social
Responsibility in a Global
Economy" today at 10 am. in
the Student Union Room
Cape Florida. The speech is
part of the discussion of-the
Global Perspectives Distinguished Visitors Series. '.This
event is free and open to the
public.
For more information, call
Sarah Ridley at 407-823-0935.

Washington Center internships
Regional representative for
The Washington Center
internship program Jennifer
. Parsons will hold an informqtion session with students and
faculty on Friday at noon in
the Experiential Learning
Conference
Room
206
Howard Phillips Hall. The
Washington Center manages
an outstanding internship
program in Washington, D.C.,
that is open to all majors.
For more information, clill
Linda Hargreaves at 407-8234395.

Risking your life on a dime
Th~ Florida Skydiving
Center at Lake Wales will be
offering.$149 tandems for sttidents with UCF ID on April 79. A group of students looking
to start a UCF skydiving club
will be carpooling to Lake
Wales and will be meeting
outside the V1Sual Arts Building at 9:30 am.
For more information, email Gail Lovelace at gailskis@yahoo.com

Contributing Writer

More than 15 years after the
fall of the Soviet Union, the
world is still looking to America for leadership. That was the
point Lech Walesa drove home
Monday afternoon in the Pegasus Ballroom of the Student
Union. Speaking through a
translator, Walesa delivered a
challenge to Americans.
"The world needs a leader,"
he said. ''You are an empire of
good, an empire of hope. How
are you going to lead the
world?'
He said that the fall of communism marked the beginning
of a new era As the only superpower left in the world, America must be prepared to lead.
"Everyone is looking at the
superpower for answers," he
said. ''You have the responsibil-

UCF Theatre will be showing Falsettos, a combination of
two musicals. The show will
run tonight through Saturday
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for students
with UCF ID, $15 for adults
md $13 for seniors.
For more information, call
Donna Rahman at 407-823lSOO.

luried student-art exhibition
The 2nd Annual Juried
)tudent Exhibition will hold
,ts opening reception in the
UCF Art Gallery tonight from
; to 8. Forty-two artists will
iisplay works of ceramics,
Jainting, photography and
nore. The gallery is located in
he V1Sual Arts Building.
For more information, call
m7-823-3161.

Burnett Honors College. He
touched on many of the topics
that he covered in his other
speech, but Walesa also gave
insight into being a leader.
''You need to have a vision,"
he said. "Do not believe that
there is not enough in the
world. You have to be fully confident in what you are doing
and be full of determination to
reach your· goal. Even the
minutest doubts will throw you
back."
Political science major Evelyn Tonn was one of the students present.
"What a privilege it was listening to him speak," she said.
"I thought it was great how he
was so interactive with us. He
was very warm and charismatic. You could see how he
relates to his people."
PLEASE SEE
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UCF professor Stella Sung created lmmersive Ambience to mix art, music, sounds
MARIA IPPOLITO

and sounds in a presentation
Contributing Writer
partially sponsored by the
Campus Activities Board on
A new genre of music has Friday at 7 p.m. across from the
broken the sound barrier of the Marketplace.
It will feature compositions
music scene. It's called Immer- ·
sive Ambience, and it creates by Sung and artwork by artist
an ear experience like no other Conrad Gleber. The new comby incorporating original and pilation of tunes is mixed and
inventive music with art and mastered by Darin Hughs in 5.1
other sounds. It was invented surround sound, and it
by composer and UCF profes- includes 12 original composisor Stella Sung and it's going to tions by Sung.
Influenced by many differbe heard at UCF on April 6 at
ent styJes, including classical
the SRC auditorium.
Sung's
new
original and rock, Sung's Immersive
CD/DVD titled Karma is being Ambiance aims to interest lisreleased complete with visuals teners with tastes ranging from

'

Beethoven to Queen. It is
intended to send the listener to
a new plane of ideas and vision.
Sung's reputation precedes
her, and students are looking
forward to her new work.
Music performance major
Kayleigh Sechi remembers
performing some of Sung's
work in her flute choir, which
she credits bringing the choir
to National Flute Conference.
She remains a big fan of Sung's
music.
"It's really interesting," she
said "It's kind of intellectual, in
my opinion, yet it still has feeling. It should be great."

Sung is a nationally and
internationally known composer who is · working on
numerous projects in film,
music and digital media She is
currently a professor of music
at UCF and is also involved in
the school of film and digital
media
Sung has received numerous honors from various
organizations, including The
National Endowment for the
Arts, and The American Symphony Orchestra League. Sung
is also the composer for a film
in postproduction called

Karao,ke King.

GREEK BEAT

UCF fr~ternities team up to staff Mini Grand Prix
Held in Oviedo, the race is part of the Children's Miracle·Network annual fundraiser
ASHLEY GREEN
When the Children's Miracle Network needed volunteers for its annual fundraiser,
60 members of the UCF Greek
community answered the call.
Sigma Chi, Alplta Tau
Omega and Phi Sigma Epsilon
each provided 20 of its members to. volunteer at the
Foresters Mini Grand Pri4, a
fundraiser for the Great
Orlando Children's Miracle
Network, on March 25.
The event, formerly known
as the RE/MAX Mini Grand
Prix, is designed as a "mini"
version of grand prix racing.
The course, designed by

Grand Prix Racing, Inc., is
about one-third of a mile long
with straights, hairpin turns
and bends. ·The races are
made up of 20-lap heats, and
each team has two drivers.
The cars are made to resemble NASCAR vehicles and can
reach speeds of 25-30 miles
per hour. This year's minigrand prix was held at the
Oviedo Marketplace.
Teams are made up by local
businesses who pay an entry
fee to compete. They consist
of two drivers, three pit crew
members and an alternate
driver.
Throughout the day, members of Sigma Chi staffed the
track and assisted with man-

aging children's attractions, of Sigma Chi on the organizaincluding a bounce house, tion's weblog for volunteering
giant slide, slot-car racing and a few days before the event to
Hot Wheels racing. They also pick up supplies for the event.
help break down the track,
'.The subject read, "Thank
which, according to Randy you Sigma Chi!" The message
Clark, could take up to six said, "Randy, Zach, Zack and
hours to do. With the help of Scott from Sigma Chi at UCF
volunteers from Alpha Tau were kind enough to meet me
Omega and Sigma Phi Epsilon at our storage unit to load the
the task took two-and-a-half pick up.truck and van. I can't
hours to complete.
imagine how long it would
"The Children's Miracle .have taken me to load the
Network staff is very small, tents, coolers, drinks, t-shirts
and they rely on volunteers to and everything else needed
help make their events suc- for the Foresters Mini Grand
cessful," Clark said.
· Prix on Saturday. Thank you
Assistant director for the so much guys!"
Greater Orlando Children's
For more information on
Miracle Network Cathy Droke Foresters Mini-Grand Prix,
thanked some of the members visit: www.gocmn.org

LOCAL ·WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
SUNNY

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
rom you! If you have a club,
>rganization or event and
!\Tant your information to be
:onsidered for the Around
:ampus column, send a fax to
~07-447-4556 or an e-mail to
~ditor@ucfnews.com. Deadines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
lhursday edition, and 5 p.m.
1riday for the Monday edition.

a

but never encouraged us to
fight." Instead, he said that John
Paul woke up the Polish people
and the rest of Europe. The
upheaval that followed was the
result of a growing sense of
unity. Walesa added that the
pope deserves 50 percent of
the credit for Poland's success,
while his Solidarity movement
should only get about a third.
He also expressed disappointment that America did
not have a plan for a post-Cold
War Europe like it did after
World War II. He said that the
situation had been poorly neglected and joked lightheartedly
that, ifhe had won his bid to the
Polish presidency in 2000, he
would have declared war on
the U.S., surrendered quickly
and then wait for the U.S. to
rebuild Pbland itself.
Walesa also took time to
speak to honors students at the

Album with new music style hits UCF

Senior StaffWriter

Come see two musicals in one!

ity to be the leaders. We represent a very special generation;
a generation that lives in the
beginning of a new century."
Walesa also discussed the
struggle he faced in Poland to
overthrow the communist
regime.
"The Polish people are · a
proud people," he said. "The
Soviet system fit us like
horseshoe on a pig. Communism imposed limitations."
He spoke about three violent attempts by the Polish
people to overthrow their Soviet leaders, but he said that, in all
three cases, they met with failure. In the face of these initial
setbacks, Walesa cited John
Paul II's rise to the papacy as a
sign that change was on its way.
''.At that moment, all the
world looked at Poland," he
said.
.
"The pope was inspirational

High:86° Low:65°

Today: Mostly sunny, winds from the
east at 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight: Clear.skies, winds southeast
at 10to15 mph.

·

v

Friday
MOSTLY SUNNY

~Saturday
PARTLY.CLOUDY

High:91°
Low:67°
High:91°
Low:67°

NATION&
WORLD
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Gunmen shouting "God is Great!"
dragged the burning body of
what they said was a U.S. pilot
in a horrific video posted
Wednesday on the Web by a
new al-Qaida-affiliated group
that claimed it shot down an
Apache helicopter last weekend.
The U.S. military expressed
outrage over the release of
"such a despicable video for
public. exposure" but said it
had serious doubts that the
footage was authentic.
The AH-64D Apache Longbow attack helicopter was
downed · near Youssifiyah
about 12 miles southwest of
Baghdad on Saturday, killing
the two pilots. A 'U.S. statement said troops had recovered "all available remains"
although "reports of a Web site
video suggest that terrorists
removed part of a body from
the crash site."
The flaming wreckage of a
helicopter could be seen clearly in the video, including outlines of the aircraft's blades
and jagged pieces of wreckage
strewn over a field
The camera panned over
bloodstained debris, then
showed several men dragging
the burning body of a man
across a field as they shouted
''.Allahu Akbar," or "God is
Great!" Voices could be heard
in the background shouting
"come, come, help me carry it."
The body's face was not visible, but the camera zoomed in
on what appeared to be his
waistline, which showed a
scrap of underwear with the
brand · name Hanes. It
appeared the man was wearing tattered digital camouflage
fatigues, which are worn by
U.S. troops in Iraq.

Hussein dodges questions and
faces first cross-examination
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BAGHDAD, Iraq - Sad'It
dam Hussein dodged questions from prosecutors crossexamining him for the first
time Wednesday over a crack- - •
down against Shiites in the 1980s. But he acknowledged
approving death sentences for
•
148 Shiites, saying he was convinced they tried to assassinate
him.
At times sharp and combative but often relaxed or even
smiling, the former Iraqi
leader declined to confirm his
signature on documents.
When prosecutors presented
identity cards of children '
whose death sentences they
•
said he signed, he maintained
they were forged.
Standing alone in a black
suit in the defendants' pen,
Saddam refrained from the
outbursts he has made in previous sessions. But he
denounced the court as "ille•
gitimate" and attempted to tap
into Sunni resentmerit of the
Shiite-led Interior Ministry,
which many Sunnis accuse of
backing death squads.
The session came a day
after the tribunal indicted Saddam and six former members
of . his regime on separate
PLEASE SEE
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Video shows insurgents dragging
body of what mig~t be U.S. pilot
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SUMMER
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Your First Month's
Rent on Select Sizes.
Call

No~

for Details!

Certain restrictions apply. Mpst present ad.

Social Anxiety
Do you avoid social situations?
•
•
•
•
•
•

.fear meeting people
Feel like you are being judged
Avoid speaking in front of others
Dislike parties
Fear embarrassing yourself
Feel trapped at times due to your fears

Fl332-0406-Cff

FEATURES:
Video Surveillance
Resident Manager
Month-To-Month Leases
No Security Deposit
Climate Controlled Units Availabll!
Boxes & Packing Supplies

LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE!
1-888-U-STORE-IT
WWW.U-STORE-IT.COM

7200 Old Cheney Hwy.
Orlando, FL 32807
(407)273-1668
fuiiA_ua;J
AtnHORIZID OEA,_.,.
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u-s~oRE·IT
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We'r e t he Self-Storage Professionals

CNS Healthcare in Orlando is conducting a medical research
study for adults, .ages 18-65, who are experiencing these symptoms.
Study participants will receive compensation for time and travel
associated with the study. No over night stay is required. Call to
schedule your appointment.

IOffice Hours: Mon-Thur 8am-6pm & Friday Barn-noon I
407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

www.cnshealthcare.com
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A UCF Survival Guide
Bookstore

Office Plus
- Ship your Fed-Ex package
- Buy your stamps here
·~ We'll receive your package

- Get your new & used texts
- Buy your UCF spirit
merchandise here!·
- Enjoy Starbucks ,Coffee
. - Study at the Cyber Cafe

,)

John T. Washington Center
www.ucfofficeplus.com
D ~O~."'\
407-823-2780
~ ~~<J'l_~ 1.\Jo?

John T. Washington Center
~
.
'
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· 407-UCF-BOOK
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UCF Card

Marketplace
~~
- All-you-can-eat ~' ~
- Huge Selection
""'
- Meal Plans for Residents,
Commuters, Faculty,
and Staff ·

It's Your ID AND Cash Card
- Your ticket to:
- Library ·
- Rec Center
- UCF Events
- Use at:
- Campus vendors
..; Vending Machines ·
- Many more.!.
- SunTrust ATM Card

www.businessservices.ucf.edu
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UCF

BUSINESS
.SERVICES

John T. Washington Center
www. ucfcard. ucf. edu

f
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Serve the studen_t body
· Wo.r k for SGA Executive Branch
Flexib.l e hours
Build your resume
•

. All positions available now online at

. www.SGA.UCF.edu ·
Applications also available in the SGA office Student Union RM 214
~
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www.ucfdining.com .
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HIGHER
EDUCATION

Accepting Applications
.
Student Conduct Review Board
200~2007

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Professor stirs up controversy as
he calls for mass human death
AUSTIN - A University
of Texas biology professor
has been targeted by talk
radio, bloggers and vitriolic
emails - induding a death
threat - after a published
report that he advocated
death for most of the population as a means of saving the
Earth.
But Eric Pianka said Monday his remarks about what
he believes is an impending
pandemic were taken out of
context. ·
"What we really need to
do is start thinking about controlling our population before
it's too late," he said. "It's
already too late, but we're not
even thinking about it. We're
just mindlessly rushing ahead
breeding our brains out."
The public furor began
when The Gazette-Enterprise
of Seguin, Texas, reported
Sunday on two speeches
Pianka made last month to
groups of scientists and students about vanishing animal
habitats and the explosion of
the human population.
The professor weighed the
killing power of various dis.eases such as bird flu and
HIV; insisting neither would
yield the needed results.
Pianka said he was only
trying to warn his audience
that disease epidemics have
happened before and will
happen again if the human
population growth isn't contained
He said he believes the
Earth would be better off if
the human population were
smaller because fewer natural
resources would be consumed and humans wouldn't
continue to destroy animal
habitats. But he said that
doesn't mean he wants most
humans to die.
University of Texas officials don't plan to take any
action against Pianka, university spokesmari Don Hale
said

Budget investigation prompts
resignation from former dean
MADISON, Wis. - A former dean at the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater
accused of misusing school
funds has resigned from his
faculty position, tl:).e university confirmed Tuesday.
Lee Jones was fired as
dean of graduate studies and
continuing education in
December after· a school
audit found he repeatedly
broke school rules on credit
card spending and travel
He was moved into a job as
a tenured education professor that was guaranteed in his
employment contract, but the
university had started the
· process to remove him from
that post, citing misuse of
school funds.
Jones' lawyer has already
filed a notice with the state
warning that he will seek
hundreds of thousands of dollars in a discrimination complaint. He said he~plans to file
a lawsuit against the universi- ·
ty in federal court.
Jones had resigned from
Florida State University in
2003 as the university investigated his spending there.

$5,000 added to reward fund for
missing college student
TRENTON, N.J. - The
reward for information about
a missing college student has
been increased to up to $7,000
as police continue to search
.for him.
John Fiocco Jr., a 19-yearold freshman, was last seen in
his dorm at The College of
New Jersey during the early
morning of March 25 after
returning from an off-campus
party. His roommate reported
him missing about 36 hours
later.
On Tuesday, an anonymous donor gave $5,000 to
Crime Stoppers of Greater
Trenton to be used as a
reward for information.
Crime Stoppers had already
offered $1,000, matched by
another $1,000 from the college.
Officials say they do not
know whether Fiocco, of
Mantua Township, is alive or
dead but have admitted they
are looking for evidence,
including a body.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Transit union members who were part of the union bargaining team, leave a federal
mediator's office Wedn~sday.This is the Denver area's first transit strike in nearly 25 years.
FROM

A2

charges of genocide for a campaign against Kurds in the
1980s that killed an estimated
100,000 people.
A separate trial will be held
on those charges, possibly
beginning in 45 days, though
some officials have questioned whether the tribunal
will be able to conduct two trials simultaneously. In any
case, it means a drawn-out
legal process amid continued
violence and political wrangling over the formation of
Iraq's next government.

Apple launches software to help
load Windows XP on Macs
SAN JOSE, Calif. - . To
broaden its appeal in a Windows-dominated
world,
Apple Computer Inc. unveiled
software Wednesday to help
owners of its new Intel-based
Macs run not only its own
operating system l;mt also
Microsoft Corp.'s rival software.
Apple's shares surged as
Wall Street bet the move
would help Apple grow its
current worldwide personal
computer market
share
beyond the current range of 3
percent to 4 percent by
attracting more business and
home users.
"It makes the Mac the most
versatile computet on the
market," said Tim Bajarin, a
tech industry consultant at
Creative Strategies.
Apple's new "Boot Camp"
software, a beta test version
available as a free download,
lets computer users with a
Windows XP installation disk
load it on the Mac. Users
could then switch between the
two operating systems using only one at a time - by
rebooting, a process that could
take a few minutes.
Apple shares rose nearly 10
percent on the news, raising
its market cap by more than $5
billion to $51.9 billion.
When Apple introduced its
first computer based on Intel
Corp. chips in January, the
company said it had no intention of selling or supporting
Windows on its machines,
though it has not done anything to preclude people from
doing it themselves.
Apple said Wednesday that

stance remains true, yet the
new software will ease Wmdows installation on Macs.
The test software will expire
and become unusable after
September 2007 but Apple
said it will feature Boot Camp
in the upcoming Mac OS X
version 10.5, code-named
"Leopard." Apple said it will
preview Leopard in August,_
but it hasn't yet disclosed a
release date.

Both sides m~t informally in
three-day-old transit strike
DENVER - With a transit
strike ID. its third day and the
governor refusing to intervene, union and transportation agency representatives
sat down with a federal mediator Wednesday to try to
resolve the stalemate.
The talks were only informal, and no formal neg~tia
tions between the two sides
were immediately scheduled
Nearly 1,750 bus drivers,
light-rail
operators
and
mechanics walked off the job
early Monday in a wage-andbenefits dispute, starting' the
Denver area's first transit
strike in nearly a quarter century. Only limited bus service
has continued on a system
that had been averaging
275,000 rides a day.
,
The union asked Gov. Bill
Owens to order binding arbitration, but he refused on
Tuesday and blamed the strike
on union leaders who had
unanimously recommended
the proposed contract but
couldn't persuade their members to approve it. Fifty-five
percent of workers rejected
the ofter.
"They failed and now the
public is suffering because of
that failure," Owens said
The transit authority runs
bus and light-rail systems in
Denver and all or parts of
seven surrounding counties, a
service area with about 2.5
million residents. This week,
the RTD has operated about
45 percent of its bus routes by
using private contractors.
Even with more commuters left to rely on car pools
and taxis, traffic had flowed
smoothly along interstates
and major roads, a highway
department spokesman said
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
THOMAS HOEFER

target is, so you are not going
to get lost. You know which
direction you are going. You
Senior research scientist at might even know where some
the UCF Institute for Simula- of the enemy positions are,"
tion and Training Glenn Mar- Daly said.
For a better understanding
tin has received a grant worth
$163,000 by the Defense Uni- to non-scientists, Martin comversity Research Instrumenta- pared the advantages of his
tion Program (DURIP), which project for soldiers to the
is subordinated to the.Depart- automobile industry.
"BMW is starting to ship
ment of Defense.
A total of 933 research pro- cars where the built-in navigaposals had been submitted to . tion unit puts the turns right
the Federal Defense Agency. on the windshield, so you
Martin's was one of only 183 to don't even have to glance anywhere,'' he said
be chosen.
· The money·was essentially
Martin and his assistant
Jason Daly will use the main provided by the Department
portion of the money to buy of Defense, but the outcome of
hardware equipment for the Martin's research might also
institute to widen their benefit law enforcement.
Department
of
research on augmented reali- , "The
Defense supports that," Marty.
,.
"In recent years, the [U.S.] tin said. "They are just as
army has been looking more interested in transitioning
into virtual reality simulation military things into other
where a user is completely demands as they are seeing
immersed in an artificial envi- what other people do." ,
Even though the Departronment," Daly said. "Lately
they've been looking into aug- ment of Defense doesn't
mented reality where you expect any immediate results
exist in a real·world Your per- or usable equipment to
.ception is real-world objects, emerge from its grant, accordbut the computer gives you ing to Martin, it is likely to get
back to IST for more contracts
additional information."
The outcome of the study to build on a technology at
on augmen.ted reality is UCF that has already been
·
designed to serve an impor- established
The project will start in
tant practical purpose.
"If you are a soldier and approximately .three months,
have access to surveillance and the funding will have to
daf.:t, you know where your be spent kvithin a year.
Staff Writer

NEW
.JOB

Have You Been
Chasing a new Job?
Has IT been eluding you?

LET US BE _Y OUR GUIDE
NEW CAREER!

T~
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Don't miss one of the biggest
. career.fairs of the year.
Tuesday, April 11th, 2006 in Downtown Orlando
at the T.D. Waterhouse Centre (0-Rena) • 9:30am - 2:00pm
Bring Plenty Of Resumes, Dress :Professionally And Meet With
Recruiters From Some Of Orlando's Top Employers.
Companies Will Be Hiring On The Spot.

This is a FREE event for everyone!
LOTS OF FREE PARKING!

...
''

'

View more about it on:

www.OrlandoEmploymentGuide.com
Or call 407-673-3466 for more information.
Participating Companies .Include:
• AAFES
• adidas Retail Outlets
• Alpha Airport Senices
• Amazing Pictures
• Andean Manna ltd.
• Anheuser - 'Busch Adventure Parks
• Applebee·s Specialty Restaurant
• ASIG
•Bene Group
• BeU South
• Blue Green Resorts
• Bright House
• Car Financial Services
• CCS Financial The Check Cashing
Store
• Celebrity Resort
• Central Fl Educator's Credit Union
· • Central Florida College
• Chapma11 School of Seamanship
• Chase Card Services
• Crystal Springs Water
•Denny's
f

• Dial America
• DTt Transportation
• Event Imaging Solution
•Everglades University
•Exxon Mobil
• FMU - Florida Metropolitan Universi1y
• Fairfield Resorts
• Flotida Anny National Guard
• Freeze Frame
• Galiano Career Center
• Hiltou Grand Vacations
•Home Depot
• i Placement
•La Petite Academy
• Marriott. Vacation Club Int.
• McDonalds Silver Star
• Mountain State University Orlando
• National Real Estate &: Mortgage
Academy
• Nickelodeon Family Suites
• Orange County Corrections Dept.
• Orange County P11blic Schools
• OCPS Transportationfenices

• Orange Lake Resort and Country Club
• Police Testing Center
• Polytechnic; Institute
• Protection One
• Race Trac Petroleum Inc.
• Radisson Barcelo Hotel
• Ranger American
• Ritz Carlton - JW Marriott
• Schlesinger Associates
•Spherion
• Springs Food Service
• SuuTrnst Bank
• Target Stores
• TopNJCHE
• Troy linh·ersity
• U.S. Border Patrol
• U.5. Marine Corps
•Value Pawn & Jewelry
• Wal-Mart. Dislribution
• Walt Disney World
. .
• WBTV
• And Many More To Come!

\
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· Team accuses Szczepanski of
· improperly using SGA funds
•

FROM

Al

In the affidavits, the Trial
Team accused Szczepanski.of
reasons. "Nobody's really done inflating the number of stu• this before, so we're having dents attending a Trial Team
problems with the procedure event when she wrote a bill .
involved," Vice President of asking SGA Senate for money
Trial Team Stephen Chavarria to cover its expenses.
• said.
'
The Trial Team also alleged
"We've worked hard to that Szczepanski condoned the
learn the intricacies of the sys- . misuse of SGA funds. In the
tern in order to navigate the affidavits, members of the
• paperwork to the proper Trial Team refer to an mail
place," he said in an e-mail from Szczepanski to Margarita
Wednesday.
Koblasz, the Trial Team advisThere was little debate in er, in which Szczepanski wrote·
Senate over the affidavits, and that the team could get SGA to
Senate voted to hold separate pay for a hotel room for
impeac4.ment hearings of both Koblasz by disguising the
• Enz and Szczepanski. The vote room in the requirement to
djd not determine the guilt or satisfy the girl-to-guy ratio of
innocence of the senators, but rooms for students on trips.
the merit of the charges.
SGA funds are only to be used
•
"This is pretty strong evi- for students.
dence and it needs to be
A third new complaint from ·
heard," Sen. Anthony Furbush the Trial Team against
• said in Senate on Thursday. Szczepanski alleges that she
"We owe it to the Trial team as failed to reimburse Trial Team
well as the accused."
funds in a timely manner. In
The new charges in the affi- the affidavits, it is stated that
'w davits presented to Senate on
SGA funds were directly
Thursday stem from several deposited into . her bank
different incidences.
account and that she wa5 sup-

•
p,

•
'

"

.,
•

"

•
•

posed to give those funds
immediately to the Trial Team.
However, it was Winter Break,
and the money sat in her
account for about two weeks ·
before Szczepanski arranged
for it to be returned. Szczepanski said that she was initially
unaware that the money had
been deposited directly into
her account.
In addition to the new
charges, the original charge
from the first affidavits about
Szczepanski's and Enz's
alleged threats to make sure
that Trial Team "never
received funding agai:Il" were
restated in the new affidavits.
"I am not guilty of any of
these charges," Szczepanski
said in an e-mail Tuesday.
"If ·the charges had any
merit, I would have already
stepped down and resigned."
The charges made by the
Trial Team against Enz allege
that he threatened to use his
position in Senate and on the
Activity and Service Fee ComPLEASE SEE

ENZ ON A7

Immokal~e supplies McDonalds with goods
FROM

Al

state's most important suppliers of agriculture.
More
specifically,
Immokalee is a migrant town
that is known to deliver produce for the lowest possible
field-worker wages. The
McDonald's Corp., being the
largest consumer ,market for
lettuce, pickled cumbers,
apples and tomatoes, purchases a large percentage of its produ~e from Immokalee. But
UCF student Jasen Smith has a
problem with the way McDonald's conducts its operations.
"Personally, I don't necessarily hate McDonald's, but I
do know that they can afford to
pay farm workers more for
their produce," Smith said,
while holding his own protest
sign.
·

UCF alumni Ben Markeson
was also among the McDonald's protesters on Saturday
aftemodn.

workers in Immokalee only
make about 35 cents per harvested bushel, which are about
40 pounds each, so you can
imagine how many bushels
they have to harvest to make
ends meet and how much
physical labor is involved in
order to do it.
I'm here to show solidarity
with
the
Coalition of
Immokalee Workers. and to
support the rights of farm
workers with higher wages and
better.working conditions."
Markeson said that CIW has
asked to sit down and have
- B~N MARKESON
talks with McDonald's, but
UCFALUM
"McDonald's has refused to
pay a measly penny-per-pound
more to workers in Immokalee
"I'm out here doing what I · for the tomatoes they buy; Even
can to help the farm workers of a one-cent increase would
America that put food on our allow farm workers to enjoy
table," he said. "The tomato higher wages," Markeson said.

"I'm out here
doing what I can
to help the.farm
workers of
America."

Introducing WebRevalue
for your·UCFCard
WebRevalue is ·a simple and convenient way to add money to your UCFCard

We.bRevalue

Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu.
(From anywhere in. the world!)

•
•

Click on the
. WebRevalue icon
and follow the sim.ple directions.

Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk
to load the $$ to your UCFCard.

It's so easy, even your parents can use it!
(Hint: Send them the ISO nurnbe~ from the front of your UCFCard)

•

.
•

Use your UCFCard for food, gear,supplies,
and discounted vending all over campus .

•

Voice: 407.823.21 oo
Fax: 407.823.3278
"
•

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

www. ucfcard. ucf. edu

CARD SERVICES
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OpenCourseWare raises resources
I

•

M~T program interests students, staff, professors at universities across.country
THOMAS HOEFER
StaffWriter

What if WebCT no longer
required a password?
It would ultimately become
available to literally everyone
inside and outside the universi-

ty.

-

Sounds strange? It has happened before, and it all started
up north.
Three and a half years ago,
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology came up with the
revolutionary idea of sharing
education by making class
materials freely accessible to
the public, calling it "OpenCourseWare."
By the end of last year, lecture notes, syllab~ quizzes and
other readings for about 1,250
graduate and undergraduate
classes were archived on MIT's
home page without restrictions. By 2008, that number is
expected to climb up to 2,000
courses.
.
Though the MIT online
offer does not include complete textbooks, it has enjoyed
great popularity nationwide
and across the globe.
Seven other U.S. colleges among them Harvard University - have since then adopted
the idea of OCW. Students and
teachers from Vietnam, Iran
and China, to name a few, have
used MIT's OCW as a resource
for their own education.
"What we aspire to is to
work with other schools so we
create a collective body of
high-quality course materials,''

can

Neilsen said.
He also said he realizes why
some teachers hesitate to open
Simirarities and differences
their course material to the
public. Spending time and
• WebCT courses require a
• Neither program usually
effort on creating power point
password to access. Students
includes textbooks. However,
slides, for example, would
have to pay for the dass and,
both generally indud·~ syllabi,
make some professors protective of their work, he said.
therefore, the information.
quizzes and notes.
Barry Griffiths, a mathematies instructor and director of ·
• WebCT is financially supported
·MIT's OpenCourseWare is
the UCF math lab, is one of the
by UCF. Open CourseWare is
freely accessible to the public.
teachers at UCF who have
funded by foundations and
Anyone, anywhere, can use it
made sm3J.J. steps toward open
at no cost.
·
corporate partners.
courseware.
Griffiths runs his own home
Executive Director of MIT's may not be a nightmare at all. page. He provides his students
OCW Anne Margulies said to He said he would see no prob- with syllabi and skeleton notes
The Chronicle of Higher Educa- lems getting OCW ready for for his classes without requir- .
ing a password. He leaves no
tion.
UCF.
"I don't think the develop- doubt about his personal motiThe annual spending of $6
million on the project is mainly ment of the system would be vation.
"College Algebra is a very
funded by the William and [hard],'' Buckner said. "It's
Flora Hewlett Foundation and already out there. It's just a fast-pace class,'' he said. "Wt;
the Andrew W. Mellon Founda- matter of putting people in don't have as much time as we
tion. Other partners include place to set up a system like . would like. So by cutting down
the time students are writing, if
Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard that.
and Sapient.
"We already have a similar I do that all for them and type
Money is a key factor- in content management system. up the notes and put them
understanding why more uni- WebCT, in essence, is some- online, then they have more
versities have not yet copied what of a content management time to actually think about
system. It's just opening a sys- what they are writing instead,of
the concept of OCW.
tem like that up for everyone to just blindly writing down..''
·~ lot of people I know have
He said that, even though it
used it extensively," said Jason access.''
Buckner, system administrator
Buckner· acknowledges, is time-consuming initially, he'll
for the UCF Web Course however, that With a large num- have the notes forever after
Development. "It would be ber of classes offered at UCF writing the notes just one time.
Griffiths would support
pretty nice to see something every semester, ''the big issue is
like that around [campus]. I'm a organizing that volume of infor- endeavors to bring OCW to
UCF.
big fan of open sources and free mation."
MIT continues its efforts to
information."
But Neilsen said he didn't
Biology major Chad Neilsen see any drawbacks from a stu- share class material with the
rest of the world. MIT is also
said: "It would probably be a dents perspective.
seeking to have virtually all
logistical nightmare for the
·~ lot of times I want to go
back to old course material to classes posted on the Web and
technicians."
According to Buckner, it stay fresh on a new course," available to the public.

OpenCourseWare vs. WebCT

UCF® SmartCard
Accepted Here
11

DINE IN, DELIVERY OR CARRYOUT.

Tax and delivery charge noi included

r----------,
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Contributing Writer

Tired of the bar scene? SGA
encourages students to pick
up a date at its date auction
Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Recreation and Wellness Center
leisure pool.
The money raised will be
used to install a new emergency blue light telephone
between the Barbara Ying
Center and Millican Hall. Sen.
Sean Whitaker said the exact
location of the proposed
emergency phone has not
been decided, but SGA is
working with the UCF Police
Department to find an ideal
location.
According to Sgt. Troy
Williamson of the UCF PD,

there are at least 64 blue lights
on campus, 16 in all four parking garages, plus the ones in
other parking lots and around
the Student Union.
There are 17 people scheduled to be auctioned, including soon-to-be SGA chief
. executivelj Mark White and
Jared Stout. Each person being
auctioned is responsible for
coming up with their own idea
for their date. The cost of part
of the dates is being covered
by donations, while part will
be paid for by the person that
was auctioned.
Governmental
Affairs
Committee chair Sen. Stefanie
Matthews said that a resident
of the Business and Professional Women Scholarship
House contacted her about

having the emergency phone
installed.
In an e-mail to Matthews,
the resident says that someone
had broken a window at the
house and stolen a purse. The
residents want to be prepared
in the event that there is an
incident in their parking lot.
Whitaker also said that the
house had been vandalized but
was not able to verify this
information.
While the phone may calm
the concerns of the residents,
Williamson does not believe
that a new blue light phone
will deter crime.
·~ code blue phone is not
going to scare bad guys away,"
Williamson said.
The BPW Scholarship
House is behind the Barbara

I
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finals for Mundt, a senior
majoring in computer science.
"I have been looking forward to it for years,'' Mundt
said. "It will be nice to finally
get to go to the world finals.''
This will be the last competition for both Campbell and
Thurston because of a rule that
imposes a two-appearance
limit on the amount-the times a
student can participate in the
world finals.
"We are going [to the tournament] to do well,'' Campbell
said, "as opposed to last year,
where we were just happy to be
there.''
"I am a little more nervous
this year,'' Thurston said. "We
didn't perform to expectations
last year.''
The team finished second in
its region . this year and has
always finished in the top three
since it started competing 24
years ago.

"I am very proud of our con- "But in the international comsistency,'' said Ali Orooji, the petition, there are schools that,
team's adviser. He has taught at once they know they are going
UCF for 21 years and has been to finals, they , stop going to
the team's adviser for the past .class and do nothing but pro17. "When it comes to computer gram to get ready for the tourprogramming competitions, nament.''
"We are dealing with the
there is no comparison to other
schools in our region.''
cream of the crop, the geniuses
In the world finals, a UCF of the world.'' Orooji said. "It
team has finished in the top 30 makes it very difficult.''
Orooji said the team
in eight of the past 15 years but
has not done better than honor- receives funding for its expensable mention since 2002, when es from IBM and ACM, and,
it finished 27th. The highest this year, Google offered supplacing it ever received was in port as well. Any expenses left
are covered by the School of
1987, when it finished second.
The team holds seven-hour Electrical Engineering and
practices 25 Saturdays a year, Computer Science.
starting in the beginning of the
IBM has sponsored the
fall semester when it holds a event since 1997. Heintzman
series of competitions to deter- said that competition also
mine who will be the team allows students to socialize
members.
with research leaders from
around the world and pro'~t the regional competitions, the fact that we practice motes opportunities within
.
for seven hours once a week IBM.
' Prizes for the top teams
makes us one of the most prepared team there,'' Mundt said. include scholarships and IBM

FROM A2

Freshman film major
Michael Marcous said: "I was
' grateful that he addressed global topics.''
Senior psychology major
and native Polish speaker
Aneta Braczyk said she took
issue with some of the translator's words. Regardless, she
said, Walesa still deserves credit for his contributions.
"From his background, he's
done a lot in his life,'' she said.
"We are grateful for what he's
done. I think he contributed a
lot.''
Some
students
were
( impres~ed with Walesa's gen-

eral delivery. Freshman micro l e~ting fo listen to. He seems
and molecular biology major very witty and personable;
Jessica Goldonowicz said she someone who's a good leader. I
was just fascinated talking to
someone who was so influen- '
tial in Polish history.''
Walesa's presentation in the
, Pegasus Ballroom is the fifth in
the
Global
Perspectives
Office's Distinguished Speakers series. Next in the series is .
Hop~ Sullivan-Masters, president and CEO of the Leon H.
Sullivan Foundation. She will
- LECH WALESA
FORMER POLISH LEADER
present in the Pegasus Ballroom from 10 a.m. to noon
today.
For more information, call
enjoyed his speaking style.
"I liked his sense of humor,'' the Glob~ Perspectives Office
she1~said. "He was really inter- at 407 823-0688.
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Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice, In addition, legal representatioH, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:

Ying Center. The house pro~
vides a rent-free residence to
14 female students with high
academic achievements and a
financial need.
Currently, the house's nearest emergency phone is in a
student parking lot about 120
yards away. The residents of
the house feel that this is
impractical in an emergency.
Installing a new blue light
phone does not come cheap.
According to Whitaker, the
new phone will cost between
$5,000 and $7,000.
Matthews did not ask UCF
to pay for the new phone. "I
was e-mailed, and I knew that
the SPR [Service and Public
Relations] committee was
looking for a fundraiser and it
just seemed to work," she said.

•

Landlord/tenant problems affocting student's
living an-angements in the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
students.
.

•

Traffic cases

•

Crimin.al Jaw

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•
c

•

Bankruptcy

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

c;

Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.

merchandise. The final standings are determined by the
number of problems solved,
and, if multiple teams solve the
same amount of problems, the
amount of time taken to solve
them is used for determination.
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Machu Picchu
·Catering Available

·Authentic Peruvian Cuisine

·Take-out Available

Lun(h & Dinner
'

·Beef \~: . . .
·Poultry
•Seafood
·Vegetarian

~ Audience finds Walesa's global views
!. fascinating, informative, entertaining
'

.

& University
I Dean
3940 N. Dean Rd.
1 c407) 673-8888
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Team will find ipternational opponents at finals
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Emergency-light need prompts auction
RYAN PELHAM
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(upon request)

.,

Private VIP room for guess with reservation for 14 or more

~a6~ {).£ ~ue6t?ca ~
11786 E. Colonial Drive··Orlando, FL 32817

TEL: (407)-737-1111
Fax: (407) 737-1100

"You are an
empire of good,
an empire of
hope."
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New heritage month places
Asian cultures in limelight
''We want to show UCF who channel SO.
The UCF counseling center
we are as a people and to
increase cultural understand- · is also sponsoring a movie
Allie Sorlie may have been ing at UCF," the chair of the night. The film being shown,
in the United States for more Asian Pacific American Coali- Saving Face, is a romantic comthan a decade now, but a piece tion Ricky Ly said "Hopefully, edy about the relationships of
of her heart will always remain people will open both their an Asian American girl living
across the Pacific Ocean
hearts and minds to each other inNewYork.
As the daughter of soldier, on campus and learn and grow
The Asian American HerSorlie lived for five years on a together,"
itage Month events are not just
military base in Okinawa and
April 1 kicked off the events for the Asian Americans on
another four on the mainland as the Vietnamese American campus. They are for everyone.
ofJapan.
"One of the struggles that
Student Association presented
"I really miss being there," "Black April Commemoration: we have is getting a wider repshe said "The food, the people; 31 Years since the Fall · of resentation of the students at
· everything was so amazing, Saigon" in the Student Union. UCF to come and participate in
and I haven't really been able to This program was especially the activities,'' Ly said
find a lot of that culture in this important because the VietTo help alleviate this probarea"
nam War marked the begin- lem, a joint presentation, titled
Sorlie was pleasantly sur- ning of Vietnamese refugees "Stereotypes, the Media, and
prised when she learned that traveling to America
what can we do about it,'' will
Asian American students were
"The event was for speakers be held April 11.
planning many cultural events that experienced the war and
This pre~entation will Iiot
in April as part of UCF's first students that are here now to only be about stereotypes
Asian American Heritage talk about the future and what affecting the Asian American
Month.
we would like to see happen," community, but how other
After learning from a 2001 said VASA president Charity groups are also being stereoOffice of Diversity initiative Thach.
typed. Leaders will be speaking
report that Asian Americans
Current social problems in from many organizations
were the least content of any Vietnam, including human including the NAACP, the
.m inority at UCF, a task force trafficking, were some of the National Association of Black
committee formed to address topics discussed at the com- Journalists, fraternities, sororiand evaluate students' con- memoration.
Combating ties, the Department of African
cerns. Some complaints were human trafficking is the official American Studies and others.
's imilar to Sortie's; people were philanthropy for April and a
From cultural presentations
unhappy because of a lack of donation box will be out at to martial arts demonstrations
cultural programming and each event.
to sushi workshops, there is at
understanding on campus.
The Filipino Student Asso- least one event that each perBeing the third largest ciation will be holding a Fil- son on campus can enjoy.
minority on campus, many ipino Cultural Night on April 8
"I think it's great that people
Asian American students felt it titled "Sayaw." In Tagalog, the have finally realized that the
was time for a change.
native language in-the Philip- Asian American population is a
With the support of the pines, "sayaw'' means "dance." big part of our UCF communitaskforce committee and other A wide variety of traditional ty, and I'm really looking fororganizations around campus, Filipino dances will be per- ward to all of the events," Sorlie
the Vietnamese American Stu- formed, as well as a fashion said
dent Association, the Filipino show.
For more information on
Stud~t Association, the Asian
Also, every Wednesday in these or other Asian American
Student Association and Delta April the Marketplace will be Heritage Month events, conPhi Lambda are co-sponsoring serving Asian food for lunch tact
Ricky
Ly
at
Asian American Heritage and on-campus housing will apac_ucf@yahoo.com or visit
Month.
have Asian movies playing on www.GetinvolvedUCF.com.

KRISTYN SIMMONS
.
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Contributing Writer

Enz accused of threats to withhold
funding from team; denies charges
.FROM AS

'
•

•

mittee to withhold future funding from the Trial Team and to
retroactively terminate all
funds previously approved by
the ASF Committee for the
team.
Enz was dismissive of the
accusations. "Knowing that I
have to go to an impeachment
hearing over hearsay is very
frustrating, to say the least," he
said.
.
The charges against Enz fall
under malfeasance, and the
charges against Szczepanski
fall under malfeasance and
misfeasance, which are two of
the four impeachable offenses.
Latorre defined malfeasance as
a wrongful act by a SGA agent
and misfeasance as a lawful act
done in a wrongful manner.
Enz disagreed with the
charges.
"The responsibilities of senators are put forth very clearly
undet Statute 30," he said.
"Statutes only apply to respon-

Al

Drivers should also remem. ber to lock car doors and windows and activate a car alarm if
there is one. It is also best to
park in lighted areas and
remain vigilant for suspicious
activity.
·
"Some of these things are
no-brainers, like locking your
doors, remove valuables and
remove keys but students forget to do. them," said Corp.
Marian Hultgreen with the
Orange County Sheriffs office.
''.Also, students should
report all suspicious activity to
law enforcement."
According to an e-mail that
was sent to the Orange County

..
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allowed to speak about their
evidence until that time.
·
"I have a lot of evidence to
show," Szczepanski said
"I'm only worried about
having so much information
to show to so many people
with a limited amount of time
to show it. I want to make sure
that every senator understands w~at's going on."
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Police Department and UCF
students, access to cars that had
been broken into was gained
through shattered windows
and unsecured doors. The
items that were targeted and
stolen included electronics,
tools, stereos, books and other
personal items.
"Out of sight out of mind,'1
Williamson said. "If a burglar
can't see your valuables, there
is less of a.chance ofa break-in."
Williamson added that Hondas are highly targeted because
he said they are the easiest to
break in to, and he suggested
that people who own one
might want to look into purchasing other security devices
to prevent a burglary.
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sibilities in regards to student .
government activities; to me,
these alleged violations are
completely outside of the SGA
and Senate."
By the time the impeachment hearings roll around on
April 20, it will have been over
a month since the original affidavits were first presented to
senate on March 9, and both
sides say they are ready for the
hearings.
"We're looking forward to
it," Chavarria said. "It's the culmination of what we've been
working on, but we're also
looking forward to getting the
trial behind us because it's
· been taking a substantial
amount of time from everyone's lives. But we also feel that
it's necessary to follow through
to the end."
Szczepanski and Enz must
wait until their impeachment
hearings to present any evidence countering the Trial
Team's charges.
They currently are ~ot
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No complaints for
Universal ·ghts
E

very year since the inception of the Universal
Knights event, there are ·
students who almost ritualiSti-·
cally complain about the worthiness of the funding that SGA has
appropriated for students to go
to Universal Studios Islands of
Adventure for free.
Many students argue that it is
inappropriate for elected senators to approve such an event
when there are so many other
problems at UCF that could use
the money.
Occasionally, it's a solid argument, but sometimes it's merely
a case of people pigeonholing
the type of students who attend
Universal Knights.
Most often, people simply
misunderstand that the funding
stems from student activity fees,
which are used to offer additional services outside the classroom.
Universal Knights is a good
idea due to the good intentions
behind it, and it serves more
than a quarter of the student
body. It's not the fault of anyone
in SGA that some people don't
get to go. The early bird catches
the worm, and the ticket offering
is first-come, first-serve.
SGA is responsible for offering 12,000 tickets during each
semester that Universal Knights
is approved for funding.
This year was the first year
since 2002 that the event has
taken place and, for the most
part, there have been few com-

plaints about the turnout of the
If this were the case, then no
event and its resurrection, so to
students could complain about a
speak.
lack of information.
The most common comAs for the argument that SGA
plaints, though, are that there
unfairly gives special consideraweren't enough tickets or that
tion to Greeks, there will always 1
Greeks receive preferential
be complaints about this, even
treatment.
outside of Universal Knights.
First of all, on top of the
Greeks always have strong voter
turnout and participation when it
12,000 tickets that SGA allots,
UJiiversal Studios contributes an comes to SGA. but they can't be
additional 3,000. That's 15,000
singled out and faulted for simtickets available for UCF stuply showing up when tickets are
dents.
being given out.
Tickets are. even available
Special consideration for
outside the main campus, as
Greeks shouldn't even be argued,
they are offered at the Rosen
considering it's impossible to
College of Hospitality Managebelieve that every single member
ment and the Daytona and Breof every fraternity and sorority
vard satellite campuses. Every
turned out for Universal Knights.
student has a fair opportunity to
Every student had the chance
show up during the hours desig- to get a ticket. We can't fault the
people who showed up on time,
nated for ticket dispersion.
nor can we fault the elected stu- ·
Yet as students complain
dent officials for limiting ticket
about not enough tickets being
offered, an interesting question
dispersion to 15,000.
It's the responsibility of SGA
arises: why should SGA even
offer 15,000 tickets when only
to provide the stitdent body with
approximately 9,500 students
ample enjoyable events and
voted in the initial SGA presiresponsible financial managedential election last month?
ment with student activity fees.
Maybe a better idea would be Universal Knights is a good
for ticket vouchers to be given to example of both, and it should be
students as they vote. It should- · approved every year with no
'
opposition.
n't have to be that way, though.
The only fault of SGA regardAfter all, it's the responsibility
ofthestudentbodytotake
ing Universal Knights is that it
wasn't advertised enough. There
advantage of these services prowere ads in this new5paper, but,
vided by SGA Nine thousand
to eliminate any argument of
five hundred people seem to
unfair ticket allotment, there
agree. Too bad there are roughly
35,500 people who seemingly
should have been posters in
every classroom on campus.
couldn't care less.

Agreement among
colleges shows UCF
has the right idea

Fundraiser shouldn't
be necessary for more
emergency call boxes

Recently, UCF and four community colleges
reached an agreement that would guarantee graduates from those community schools admission to
UCF. Ifdone properly, this agreement could go a
long way toward expanding access to higher education in Florida and increasing the overall number of
college graduates with bachelor's degrees from this
state.
The four community colleges included are Brevard, Lake-Sumter, Seminole and Valencia. These
schools already have close ties with UCF, and.nearly 3,000 graduates from those schools earned bach~
elor's degrees from UCF last year. According to
UCF News and Information, the organizers of the
agreement expect that number to reach more than
4,000 by 2015.
UCF can only hold so many people, and, by .
guaranteeing community college graduates admission, it will lessen the spots available for high
school graduates and transfers from out of state.
This iS disappointing, however, in that it is impossi- .
ble for any school to admit everyone who qualifies.
Community college graduates likely have
stronger tiesto the Central Florida area, possibly
even careers, whereas high' school graduates are
typically more mobile. Ifnothing else, a student
turned down for admission to UCF can attend one
of the community colleges, assured that he or she
will have another chance at a UCF degree.
As for out-of-state students, UCF is a Florida
school It is partially supported by money from the
state of Florida, and it should do its best to support
the state it is in. In many cases, that means it
should educate to the best of its ability the students
of Florida. If faced with an applicant from Tampa
and one·from Detroit :with equal qualifications, the
spot should go to the Florida student.
According to the 2000 Census, 14.27 percent of
Floridians over 25 had bachelor's degrees, 7.02 percent had associate degrees, and 8.07 percent had
graduate or professional degrees. These nllplbers
were up from 1990. Education is key to a ~uccessful
and well-paid Florida population, and the best way
to achieve that is by educating Floridians rather
than trying to attract educated workers from other
states. This agreement shows that UCF and many
of Florida's community colleges are on the right .
ck.

UCF SGA is hosting a date auction Saturday to
help raise money to install a new emergency call
box station between the Barbara Ymg Center and
Millican Hall.
While it's not certain where exactly the new
blue light telephone station will be, the UCF Police
Department is working on that. The fact that a
new station is being installed is fme, and every student should hope that more will follow as the
campus expands.
,
The problem with this date auction is that the
UCF administration should already have funds .
allocated for these emergency stations to be
installed. It shouldn't be the responsibility of SGA.
or any other student organizations for that matter,
to have to raise money through different fundraisers.
Recent events at other colleges are evidence
that safety on university campuses is still a major
issue. At Daytona Beach Community College, a
woman was reportedly sexually assaulted in broad
daylight on a weekday. UCF is a much larger
school, and there have been the same situations
here that prove that there is a greater necessity for
eme.rgency resources like the blue light stations.
There have been crimes committed in off-campus student housing complexes, which are property of UCF. There have been random acts of tl;ieft
and sexual assault reported on the main campus
within the past two semesters, and they are all telltale signs to which the administration needs to pay
attention.
Campus organization fundraisers are usually
successful, and, in most cases, they do a. good job
at accomplishing small projects. However, emergency call stations are not small projects. They are
a matter of protecting the men ana women who
pay tuition to attend a major state university.
These are people who come to seek higher education, not walk_from one building to another with
the fear of being assaulted. .
What happens if SGA doesn't raise enough
money through this date auction? Is the project .
shelved until the right amount of money is raised?
These questions shouldn't have to be asked,
and SGA shouldn't have to raise this money.
Student safety isn't a matter of dollar signs; it's a
matter of common sense.
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READER VIEWS .

SGA wrong to use money
for Universal Knights
~ just wanted to "thank" UCF's student
government association for blowing my
hard-earned money on a useless night at
Universal Studios.
I have to take two extra semesters
because the classes I need to graduate aren't
offered and here you are wasting my money
so drunken frat boys can ride The Hulk!. No
wonder UCF is also known as U Can't Finish!'

- SARAH MILLER

Relay For. Life deserves
more media attention
I picked up the paper Monday to look for
an article on the Relay for Life event held at
UCF last Friday to Saturday (3/31-4/1) for the
American Cancer Society.
·
To my disappointment, there wasn't any
mention of this great event. As a participant
in the Relay, I felt it was a significant effort
made by UCF student organizations and surrounding agencies to promote awareness of
cancer and raise money for cancer research.
Unfortunately, the Universal Knights
event coincided with Relay, which may have
· impacted participation. On Monday, I was
surprised to see that the newspaper made
mention of Universal Knights but not the
Relay for Life event.
·
It is interesting that, although UCF sttidents are hoping that Relay For Life
becomes one of the biggest events held at
UCF annually, it is somehow trumped by a
free trip to an amusement park. I hope that

I .

the Relay for Life continues to grow in years
to come, and I hope the student newspaper
will support and promote the event as well.

Soldiers fight in Middle
East qy own decision
What some fail to realize regarding the.
conflict in Iraq is that those who are fighting
over there do it of their own choice.
As with the end of Vietnam, so ended the
draft. The enlisted individuals now are all
volunteer and are willing to do whatever is
needed of them either domestic or abroad to
ensure our liberties at hqme. To call them
"tools" is a misnomer of sorts because they
know full and well what they are getting
themselves into.
For whatever reasons, whether it be purely monetary (as a way to fund college, a better life) or practical (fighting for our free- ·
doms, in response to terrorist attacks), those
who fight do so because they want to. To
hide under the guise of supporting ultra-liberal views as acceptable because "we're at
college" is neither here nor there.
Also, is it so bad that the U.S. wants an
empire? In practical terms, impenal nations
have kept their conquests for hundreds of
years, all the while raking in the goods they
conquer from their colonies.
Hell, we do enough exploiting of the
workforce here - our abysmally low minimum wage, lack of good benefits and general disregard for the American laborer - that
I think it's about time we begin to export
what we seemingly do best: oppression.
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Digital media

Political science

"Ms. Sae. She's very knowledgeable.
She taught us more in one hour than
I've learned in ~n entire semester."

."Dr. Brophy (Psychology) because he
was so fun, and he al'&'ays jokes
around."
J,

"Bob Bledsoe. He's so passionate about
the environmen and international
causes."
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Andre Massis
Fernando Nieves

•

Zack Danielson

~umr

iKtllrh
Eric Smith
Jon Fox
Chad Utsch

wearing expensive Italian loafers

to make his girl raise an eyebrow

and indoor sunglasses. Drinks were

toward this game killing Redcoat.

bought for willi ng and unwilling

This prompted B'harat to get riled by

recipients alike with

his fam ily's

was seeing hod been surrounded

calling out the guy's bu?ted 'grill of

fortune,

shamelessly

by a beefy m_esomorph, Early Man,

yello.;,ing bad teeth and comparing

flaunted in the form

who tried

use his abundant

the merits of baseball over cricket.

high status p lastic . This caused Jon

muscle to strong-arm him out of the

The British Accent Guy smiled and

to suddenly lose his cool and go on

picture. Zack did not keep his cool

opened his mouth only to offer

the defensive by opening a tab of his

and accused his young lady friend

small

non-confrontational

own. On his debit card. After three

of flirting with the first guy who ca me

banter, allowing his accent to seep

rounds, Jon's account was maxed.

along. His girl, no doubt disgusted

into the girl's brain like a piece of

Shortly after he was dropped off

by

bravado,

b ri lliant propaganda. In the end ,

alone would Jon learn the hard way

fled the scene when his far from

the Brit would invade on Bharat's

that a woman 's affection should

attractive jealousy escalated into

territory with ease, toking the girl,

never be for sale, and that ma ny a

Zack throwing a punch, which was

and leaving Bharat's game strewn

man has gone b roke trying to prove

mid-air by som~thing

on the rood as a piece of collateral

otherwise.

so

•

•
•
•
•

•
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over-the-top

of

Was lured away from a pretty young

tha t iooked like a hand, but . felt

of

like a 201b vice. By the time Zack

'Foos' by his good friend Carl- mor~

re-gained consciousness, he was

SMITH Eric, Washington, DC

of

home alone and unable to console

His game came to its demise in

himself with his dominant hand .

the most unlikely of circumstances.

commonly known as "The Mayor

No Women's Land . While Andre
11

1

in

which

he

of on array of

damage.

made several attempts to step away

While eng<?ging in two of his most

and pack into contention with the

pleasurable pastimes: ta lking about

said female, Carl's relentless pursuit

boats, with his other passion , a

· for all things that don't involve getting ·

beautiful girl who seemed genuinely

some, was ultimately too much for

inter_
ested. They were even planning

the young Andre. He quickly found

to go out in his 15-foot dinghy, only

himself sweating it out over the

to hit unseen rocks in the form of The

air hockey table, from where he

o .ne Upper, the clpssic Gamekiller

UTSCH Chad, New Brunswick, NJ

would catch a glimpse of his young

who lives by the motto "Anything

His game was faring nicely at the

beauty heading out the door with

you can do 1 can do better. 11 Sure

local coffee shop with a seem ingly

another suitor. Andre's game will be

enough, The O.ne Upper claimed

receptive latte drinker called Rita

remembered by many, just not her.

to not only know boats, but he also

and he seemed well on his way to a

SHIEH Hanwey, Los Angeles, CA

boasted of captaining his own 40-

little afternoon delight, t~at is until the

·Hanwey was chatting up a Latin diva

foot vessel . Eric tried to navigate to

cordu roy-clad Gamekiller known as

at an apartment complex barbecue

the calmer waters of car talk but was

"IQ'.' entered picture. This pompous

and his game was hot enough to

run over again by The One Upper's

~cholastic scavenger, famous for

pose a fire hazard, that is until his

supposed vintage German roadster.

luril}g me.n into heated debates on

friend and cocoon of horror known

The tension quickly mounted, and

subjects of wh ich they know nothing,

as The Mess entered the pictu re

soon the two were engaged in a

over-heard the conversation turning

and snatched Hanwey up like a

ruthless game of one-upmanship. On

to art and pounced. Immediately he

and on they went, seeing what the

steered the dialogue into an area

I flash flood of distraction. Somewhat
a loose cannon, The Mess
I: ofimmediately
engaged Hanwey in

other guy just said and raising him.

known as Out Of Chad's Depth

When the smoke cleared , Eric had

where

J

the age-old male bonding tradition

won the gloat-fest, but the girl was

increasing portions

,I

of lighting one's own farts .. Sure,

nowhere to be found . No one likes

emasculation.

there's little more enticing than the

a braggart. Eric's game was last

anyone with a 20 point IQ deficit

way to a ten digit exchange with

ignition of o ne's own combustible

seen drifting away towards the vast

facing "IQ" would: the wrong way.

a hottie known as Britney, but was

human gasses, but much like riding

sea of loneliness in on undersized

No, the answer to ''When do you

suddenly bushwhacked by a classic

an

boat.

feel Picasso peaked?" isn 't to shove

Gamekiller, The Drama Queen. She

look that cool doing it. When the

the questioner in the chest. Rita was

ran into the scene, tears streaming,

laughter subsided, Hanwey was left

left to apologize emphatically for

and sobbed a story of having seen

with nothing but a good laugh and

Chad's ac tions and asked if she

her ex from four years ago . "I, I, I

the faint smell

of old eggs, while his

could make up for it in some way.

just can't be alone tonight, Brit.". Still

lady was snared by a new suitor,.

Chad tried to recover, but it was too

a retrievable situation had Fernando

Mon, talk about blowing it.

late. He had · lost his cool, and his

•

•

Zack's

bits

caught

..

•

to

MASSIS Andre, SOo Paulo, BR
thing and into a heated game

1!\tllrh

di it took was a single "pardon"

Honwey Shieh
Bharat Kumar

•

~amr

il\tllrh

--·-···-············-·-········-·····......

NIEVES Fernando, New York, NY
His game was alive and w ell on its

1
1

electric

scooter,

you

don 't

he

would

dish

Chad

out ever

of intellectual
reacted

as

kept his cool. But he didn't. "Four

game would retire home, where it

years seems like a long time ago,"

w ould begin its own blue period.

he said in all innocence .· By the
time The Drama Queen was done

•

•

flipping the script, Fernando was re-

Obituaries can be· created and sent

cast in the role of "the villain" in front

via email to friends at gamekillers.com

of a crowd

of

horrified on-lookers.

FOX Jon, London, UK

No one hooks up with an insensitive

Jon 's game, beloved to many a

pig. Rest in peace Fernando, but

cheerleader and facilitator of the

. you sleep alone.

menage

of

2003,

was fairing

well at a Gold c;=oast club with a
l

•

'\

•

•

DANIELSON Zack, Atlanta, GA

delightful pair of sisters . That is

It was early in the evening yesterday

KUMAR Bharat, Jacksonville, FL

until the p layboy predator and fu ll

when Zack's game left us, and while

After kicking his game to a leggy

time Gamekiller simply known as

it didn't go without a fight, Zack

redhead at a dorm mixer, Bharat

Kash Munni entered the pidure. A

did have his arse unceremoniously

was interrupted by · Trevor, a.k.a .

well-endowed socialite famous for

handed to him . Upon returning from

British Accent Guy. W omen are

trashing 5 -star hotel rooms, Kash

the bathroom, Zack found the girl he

drown to men with British accents,

hod traveled in from oil rich lands

•

Keep Your Cool. Axe Dry.
02008 UNILEVER

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

$1,000
MOVES YOU IN!**
(

$0 CLOSING COSTS..

1, 2 &3

$0 MA:INTENANCE FEES FOR 1 YEAR .

BEDROOM

I)

/)

'

CONDOMINIUMS

100°/o FINANCING AVAILABLE

0

THE LOW

67

's

MONTHLY PAYMENTS~*
1)

)

• State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
• Entertainment & Media Lounge
• Fully Equipped Kitchen

Indulge,
Ming~e

& Get Physical

at our Elite,
Members-Only
....
.
.

• 3 Resort-Style Pools
• Magnificent Tanning Decks
• Children,s Play Haven

•)

., 1

J\

Live ·the wonder of

i)

•

Reward yourself with the lifestyle you,ve always dreamed of. Own your
own home at Carrington Park, an idyllic community in the heart of the
_W inter Park area. Each Carrington Park home offers our:

FULL RENOVATION PACKAGE
• Stainless Steel Appliances
• New Custom Cabinets
• New Paint & Carpet

•)

• 18 x 18 Tile in select areas
• Ceramic Tile Tub Surrounds
• New 4 inch Baseboards

SPECIAL BROKER PARTICIPATION
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Mary Kaufman, longtime UCF administrator, dies at 68

•

An advocate for women's athletics, Kaufman

'touched the lives of many student athletes'
•

CHRIS HOYLER

'

Sports Editor

Mary Kaufman, an administrator
and associate athletics director at
UCF, passed away on March 29. She
was 68.
Kaufman was in her ninth year in
her position as associate director, but
she f""irst began work as a staff member in 1967. Her background in man-

•

agement and human resources
development allowed for a smooth
transition to the athletics department, a transition which she made
permanently in 1989, when she was
named a senior woman administrator.
Throughout her time in the athletics department, Kaufman served
as the UCF Athletic Association's
activist for women's issues. She over-

•
UCF 11, USF 0

'

.

Freshman left-hander Mitch Houck pitched the first complete game of the
season for UCF, striking out eight. Catcher Ryan Bono went 4-for-5 and
backed up the rest of the offense, which is starting to find a rythym.

saw the school's genher tremendous contributions to the ·Women's Athletic Conference in
der equity plan and
women's rowing program," UCF 1989, and in her time, the programs
was the UCFAA repwomen's rowing Coach Leeanne moved from the Sun Belt to the
resentative for Title
Crain said. "She touched the lives of Atlantic Sun and finally to ConferIX, a federal law
many student athletes on the team ence USA in the summer of 2005.
which requires federand they wanted to dedicate this race
"Mary had a significant role in the
ally funded schools
in her memory/'
success and growth of UCF athletic~
to provide equal
Kaufman graduated from UCF over the years," outgoing UCF Athopportunities
for Kaufman
· twice, as she earned her bachelor's letic Director Steve Orsini said in a
both sexes.
degree in liberal studies and her press release. "She truly cared about
Kaufman was a driving force in master's degree in applied sociology, every single student athlete, coach
elevating both women's rowing and' with a specialty in deviant behavior.
and employee at UCF.
softball to varsity status.
Since 1989, Kaufman had been on
Her love of UCF and the athletics
"The team raced to victory (on . hand for several periods' of change department was truly genuine and
Saturday) in honor of Mary Kauf- for UCF athletics. The Golden Mary will always have a place in the
man, "7"ho will be remembered for Knights competed in the New South history and tradition of this university."

East Carolina AT UCF

Offense
shines at
•
spnng
practice

The Pirates, 2-4 in Conference USA make the trip from Greenville, N.C. for the
first home C-USA series for UCF. The Knights, 2-1 in C-USA, send their regular
weekend rotation oflim Bascom, Mitch Herold and Kyle Sweat to the mound.

•
•·
•

Football Notebook:
Carrington improves
draft stock at Pro Day
ANDY VASQUEZ
SeniorStaff Writer

Offense picks up where it left off

•

The UCF ·football team continued
spring practice on Wednesday, completing its ninth of 15 spring practice
sessions. Catches by senior tight end
Sinclair Brown and redshirt sopho-.
more wide receiver Willie Thornton
highlighted the session in which the
offense continued to impress.
Brown's catch was on a high throw,
which he hauled in with one hand near
the sideline, while Thornton streaked
behind the secondary on the right side
and grabbed a pass from junior quarterback Steven Moffett for a gain of
over 40 yards.
The three-month gap between
preparation for the Sheraton Hawai'i
Bowl and spring practice hasn't
seemed to bother the UCF offense. In
Saturday's· scrimmage, the first of the
~pring, the offense posted seven touchdowns. Sophomore tailback Kevin
Smith rushed nine times for ll6 yards
and two touchdowns, while Moffett
was ll-of-14 for 190 yards and three
touchdowns.
"I thought the offensive side did a
nice job," UCF Coach George O'Leary
said afterwards. "We had 108 plays,
which was about what I Wan.ted to get"

It

COURTESY CHRISSCHUBERT

..

UCF pitching coach Craig Cozart t11lks with freshman pitcher Mitch Houck during a March game against Michigan. Houck's rapid development has boosted the UCF pitching staff, and he pitched a complete game against USF.

No more growing pains
Houck dominates as offense runs over·Bulls;
Second straight four hit game for Bono
,.

.,
.

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The role of midweek starter is
usually reserved for a team's fourth
or fifth best pitcher. But over the pre.vious week. freshman Mitch Houck
has looked like a staff ace.
.
Behind Houck's dominating complete game effort, the UCF Golden
Knights took down the South Florida
Bulls, ll-0, on Tuesday in Tampa
The outing was Houck's first
career complete game and the first
for the Knights in 2006. He allowed
four hits, fanned eight and walked
just one batter to become the first
UCF freshman to toss. a complete
game shutout since Taylor Meier
shutout - who else - the USF Bulls,
6-0, in May of 2004.

"Mitch was very solid and took
·charge of the game," UCF Coach Jay
Bergman said "There were a lot of
first-pitch swingers, and they helped
him keep his pitch count under a
hundred"
But anyone who studied Houck's
last outing may have seen this coming. Last Tuesday at home against the
Stetson Hatters, Houck permitted
two runs (one ·earned) on a lone hit
while striking out a career-high 11
batters."
·
In that game, the Knights wasted
Houck's performance with a 5-2 loss.
On this Tuesday night, they made
sure that their starter would not be
the victim of poor support again.
The offens~ got started in the secPLEASESEE

Inside the game

Adefensive stance
After finishing 11th out of the 12
Conference USA teams in total defense
last season, the Knights are doing
everything they can this spring to make
sure they don't duplicate that performance in 2006. ·
UCF brings back a solid core on the
defensive side of the ball this season,
returning nine of its 11 starters.
Five of those starters were freshmen
last year, including four in the secondary alone ..F:ifth-year Senior comerback
Travonti Johnson is happy with what
he's seen out of young companions in
the secondary this spring.
·
"They've improved a lot;' Johnson
said 'We meet more, and they're getting a grasp of the defense ... they're all
athletic, they just have to get a sense of
the defense and what to do and when
to do it."
Johnson and defensive end 'K areem
,
Reid, also a fifth-year senior, will both
be relied on to play key leadership roles
in the upcoming seasoIL
"It's always important to have lead-

East Carolina visits
Knights for first home
C-USA series
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

New ace in town?
In his last two starts,freshman left-hander
Mitch Houck ha.s pitched 17 innings, allowing just five hits and striking out 19.His
ERA for the season is 2.72

Born to run
With his two stolen bases against South
Florida,seniorthird baseman Matt Ray
upped his season total to 17.He is third in
"C-USA, while teammate Tyson Auer is
fourth with 13.

KNIGHTS ON B2

The UCF Golden Knights are
ready to bring Conferen ce USA
baseball to Jay Bergman Field.
Winning nine of their previous 12
games, The Knights will begin their
first C-USA home series this weekend against the E~t Carolina Pirates
(19-12, 2-4 in conference). They are
coming off arguably their best performance of the season, as they beat
in-state rival South Florida 11-0 Tuesday evening.
''A great pitching p erformance,
and I thought at the plate we had a
great approach, and this is the first
PLEASE SEE

PIRATES ON B2

PLEASESEE

CARRINGTON ON B3

(

No matter how well they played, the Gators ,..still ruined the Tournament
All the blame for what was quite possibly the most boring Final Four ever falls on the National Champions

..

When the NCAA men's basketball
tournament came to an end on Monday
night -with a resounding, not to men- ·
tion anticlimactic, thud - I had an
empty feeling about the whole thing.
Admit it; it's going to gut wrenching
in the coming months to hear Gator
fans rupning at the mouth with verbal
diarrhea about their team's superiority
and donlinant run to the NCAA Cham. pionship. The worst part ofit all ...
• There aren't any comebacks.
·l
r'

Tuesday morning, 12:15 am.
Drunken Florida fan (to me): "Dude,
I can't believe we won the NCAA
Championship! Did you see Joakim
Noah blowing kisses to the UCLA
cheerleaders? Haha, what's wrong
man? You guys had a good run in whatever conference you're in. Hey, at least
you can say your team lost to the
national champion this season [pause,
followed by laughter] by 33 points."
Me (to bartender): ''I'll have two, no,

THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
Senior Staff Writer

make that five of whatever he's drinking."
UF's run to the title was impressive.
In five NCAA Tournament games, the
Gators beat their opponents by an average ofl6 points, the only close call coming in a 57-53 win over Georgetown in
the Sweet 16.
But don't let Florida's slew of convincing wins blind you from the more
sinister result of its actions. Because of
the Gators, what was one of the most

exciting NCAA Tournaments in history
instantaneously became more excruciating and boring than my 9'30 am.
sp anish. class.
I hate them for it, and you should
too.
Before last weekend, this tournament was all about the look on the
bawling Adam Morrison's face after his
Gonzaga team conducted one of the

-~~----

PLEASESEE DON'T ON B3
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op 20 JUCO center commits to UCF
Jrlando native verbally
~ommits to sign with
Knights next week
ANDY VASQUEZ
Senior Staff Writer

The UCF men's basketball team
'icked up one of the top 20 junior college
?layers in the nation last week, when for.vard Stanley Billings verbally committed
:o. become a Golden Knight. Billings
)ecomes the third member of UCF's 2006
:ecruiting class, and the first to commit
:luring the late signing period.

6

C-USA Hitter of the Week
Tyson Auer had six RBis in
Friday's win over Marshall

8

In an interview with
UCFsports.com, Billings
said that he called UCF
Coach Kirk Speraw last
Wednesday to announce
his intentions of coming to
UCF.
"He was real happy I Billings
made my decision to
come
down
there,"
Billings said in the interview. "He said he
can see big things happening."
NCAA rules do not allow coaches or
universities to comment on recruits until
they sign a national letter of intent, which
Billings will do on April 12.
Billings, an Orlando · native who
attends Independence Community Col-

Senior catcher Ryan Bono
has eight in_his'last two
games.

•

STATE & NATION

lege in Kansas, was ranked last season as
the No. 20 junior college player in the
nation by JUCOJunction.com. His average of 13.9 points and 2.6 blocks per game
helped lead Independence to a 30-4 season.
The road to UCF has been unconventional for Billings, who graduated from
Orlando's Oak Ridge High School in 1996.
He didn't play competitive basketball in
high school and his first experience with
organized basketball didn't come until his
enlistment in the U.S. Marine Corps. His
game began to progress quickly, as did his
body.
"I graduated at 6-6, and by the time my
PLEASE SEE

19

17

In those two starts
against USF and Stetson,
Houck has 19 strikeouts.

Mitch Houck has pitched
17 innings in his last two
starts.

•

€enmtl s=toriba :future _

.
•

BILLINGS ON B3

19

With their win over USF.
the Knights now have 19
wins on the season.

MARK HUMPHREY I ASSOCIATEDPRESS

Florida forward Joakim Noah celebrates on the scorer's table after helping to lead his team
to a 73-57 win over UCLA in Monday's National Championship game in Indianapolis.

Men~ National Championship
Florida 73, UCLA 57

COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT

UCF pitcher Mitch Houck delivers a pitch during a March game against Michigan. In his last two games, the freshman has struck out 19 batters in 17 innings and allowed just five hits.

Pirates pitching looks to slow UCF
FROM

Bl

time in a few years that we
really took it to the Bulls in
Tampa. We played very well,
and it was one of our most
complete games of the year,"
UCF Coach Jay Bergman said
following the win.
While the following years
will make these teams much
more familiar with each other,
they have run into one another on a few occasions over the
last few seasons. The Pirates
and Knights faced off in a
three~game set during the
2002 and 2003 seasons. ECU
holds a 4-2 edge overall, but, in
the most recent get-together,
the Knights took two of three .
in Orlando.
While the Pirates have a·
very similar record to the
Knights (who are 19-13), they
have traveled a much tougher
road in reaching April's first
full weekend of baseball. Six of
the Pirates' 12 defeats have
come against Top 25 teams
like Cal State Fullerton, North
Carolina State and fellow CUSA participant Rice. Back on
March 24, the Pirates scored
two runs in the top of the
ninth to beat the Rice Owls, 4-

East Carolina at UCF
Friday-Sunday
Where: Jay Bergman Field,
Orlando
Records: UCF (19-13,2-1
Conference USA) ECU (19-12,2-4)
Broadcast: Friday and Saturday's
games will be broadcast on 740THE TEAM AM. Sunday's game
audio will be available at
UCFAthletics.com.
Series history: ECU leads 4-2
3. Sophomore T.J. Hose started
that game for the Pirates and
was able to hold the nation's
No. 4 team to three runs in 6
2/3 innings. Those long outings have become old hat for
Hose. He leads the squad in
innings pitched (50 2/3) while
compiling a 2.50 ERA, secondbest on the Pirates staff behind
senior Brody Taylor.
Taylor's ERA is a thin 1.65,
but he was even better on Sunday against the Houston
Cougars. On that daY, Taylor
threw his first ·career complete game shutout in a 3-0
victory. He allowed just five
hits to the 33 batters he faced

Projected starting lineups:
UCF: 3B Matt Ray CFTyson Auer CRyan Bono
DH Steve Stropp 1BKiko Vazquez 2B Matt
Horwath CF Dave DiNatale RF Shane Yndan
SS Eric Kallstrom
ECU: RF Harrison Eldridge SS Dale Mollenhauer 1BJake Smith CAdam Wrtter CF Jay ·
Mattox LF Jamie Ray 2B Ryan Wood DH Ryan
Tousley 3B Drew Schieber

Pitching matchups:
Friday: 1im Bascom (UCF) vs. TJ.Hose (ECU)
Saturday: Mitcn Herold (UCF) vs.Dustin
Sasser (ECU)
Sunday: Kyle Sweat (UCF) vs.Brody Taylor
(ECU)

with two walks and six strikeouts. It was the first complete
game for an ECU pitcher since
last April. That effort h elped
Taylor earn C-USA Pitcher of
the Week honors.
But this weekend, the
Knights will counter with
their own honored player.
Sophomore outfielder Tyson
Auer was a stat-sheet stuffer
last week. In three games,
Auer led the Knights, hitting 713 (.538) with triples, four runs
and 11 RBis. Auer drove in a
career-high six runs hi a Friday triumph over Marshall. In
UCF's two wins over the
Thundering Herd last week-

end, Auer came up a home run
shy of the cycle. All that
resulted with Auer being
named C-USA Hitter of the
Week
Second to Auer in those latter three categories is senior
catcher Ryan Bono. He is coming off one of his finest nights
of the season on Tuesday
against South Florida. In
Tampa, Bono collected four
hits and four RBis, including
; his fifth homer of the season.
To stay with the Knights,
ECU will hav.e to get a superb
weekend from what has been
a very ordinary offense. The
Pirates only have two players
· who are hitting over .300 and just barely. Senior catcher
Jake Smith paces the Pirates
with a .302 average, but he has .
shown a propensity for power
with six home runs. His 34
RBis are more than double the
total of the Pirates' secondhighest run producer, sophomore shortstop Dale Mollenhauer, who has 16.
_
The first pitch for the
weekend series is set for 6:30
p.m. on Friday and Saturday.
Sunday is slated to start at l
p.m. All three games will take
place at Jay Bergman Field.

active on both ends, slashing to
the basket, getting out on the
INDIANAPOLIS - Some- . break and shooting from just
how, someway, UCLA'.s vaunted about everywhere.
Al Horford had 14 points and
defense lost track of Florida
seven rebounds, overcoming ·
guard Lee Hllm.phrey.
Not once. Not twice. But foul trouble in the second half
and out-hustling the Bruins for '.
four times, maybe even more.
Humphrey made two 3- numerous dunks.
Along with Joakim Noah,
pointer8 on consecutive possesHumphrey was the key.
sions to start the second half Humphrey,
nicknamed
he did the same thing in the
semifinal against George Hump and Humpty Dumpty, ;-,
Mason - and propelled the hit his fourth 3-pointer with
Gators to their first national bas- about 2 minutes to play. His c,
ketball championship Monday final shot followed an array of '•,
dunks and layups but was a fit- .,:
illght, 73-57.
''It's always important when ting end for a player who might ;
you
can
mike
shots," have been the key to Florida's _.
championShip season.
Humphrey said
Humphrey wrecked his -.,
He also was the leading
member of a strong supporting bicycle in late January and sepa- ~
cast that gave Florida a victory rated his non-shooting shoulon college basketball's biggest der. It was an unlikely crash for ·
a guy who had been riding bicystage.
Humphrey finished with cles bis whole life. It also left the 1
four 3-pointers and 15 points but Gators with an awkward depth ..._
,.none bigger than the two shots . problem.
Humphrey missed one ~·
from behind the arc right after
game, then came off the bench .,
the break.
He turned a double-digit for the next six. Florida wasn't
the same without its sharp- -.
lead into a rout
The Bruins quickly called shooter at full strength.
The Gators went 4-3 in those •
timeout after Humphreys first
3-pointer in hopes of regroup- games, but the Gators won 11 of ,
ing their defensive scheme. It 12 to end the season after '
didn't work He was wide open · Humphrey got back into the
-"
again the next time down the starting lineup.
His shoulder has clearly .··
floor.
Just like that, the halftime improve, and it showed iin the -~
tournament and in the champi- ~:
score of 36-26 became 42-26 seemingly putting the game out onship game.
After the final buzzer, color- ·~
of reach for a UCLA squad that
has had plenty of offensive ful confetti dropped from the ·rafters while teammates smoth- ·-•
woes.
ered Humphrey, who was ;:
He got some help, too.
Reserve forward Adrian selected to the all-Final Four
Moss had nine points and six team.
Humphrey was one of the
rebounds. The team's only senior had played sparingly in the last to climb up a ladder and cut '~
tournament and came into the off a piece of net It was the dos- · biggest game of the year with est he came to the rim in Indi- -_,
,~
just 10 points in his last nine anapolis.
Then
again,
he's
much
better
'.,
games.
Corey ,Brewer had 11 points, from far away.
seven rebounds, four assists and
PLEASE SEE STATE ON B3 :
three steals. Brewer. stayed

ond inning when senior designated hitter
Dave Lambert led off with a homer to rightcenter field It was Lambert's first ;roundtripper since May 21, 2004 at Georgia State.
The veteran has not had trouble seeing the
ball lately. In his last 21 games, mostly in a
pinch-hit situation, Lambert is 11-for-20
with four doubles and nine RBis.
In the third, freshman shortstop Eric
Kallstrom and junior third baseman Matt
Ray both walked to open the inning. One
batter later, catcher Ryan Bono .collected
bis first of four hits on the night with a single to right. Then, with men on the comers
and two out, freshman first baseman Kiko
Vazquez crushed a ball for a towering,
three-nin shot over the left field fence. •

/'

I

, ''.A lot of people contributed, too,"
After an uneventful middle-third of the
game, the Knights' offense picked up where Bergman said "But when you get an expethey left off earlier. Ray started the s~venth rienced player that can get three or four hits
inning with a single and a stolen base that in the game like Ryan, it takes the pressure
moved him into a tie for fourth place in off the younger hitters and gives the more
UCF history with 70 career stolen bases. opportunity to grow a little bit and I think
After junior second baseman Matt Hor- that's what's happening to our offense."
The triumph moved the Knights record
wath reache,d on an infield single, Bono
drove them both in with a double down the up to 19-13 (2-1 Conference USA), while the
left field line that gave the visitors a 7-0 Bulls dropped to 14-16 (5-4 Big East). The
advantage. Freshman Steve Stropp fol- game also broke the tie in the all-time series
lowed that with a pinch-hit single that between these two teams. In 91 games, the
Knights now hold a 46-45 edge. The two
scored Bono.
Finally, the Knights pushed three more teams will meet in Orlando on Aprtl 14 and
across in the eighth to close out the win. · 21 to finish up the season series.
Next up for the Knights is a three-game
The inning'was highlighted by RBI singles
from Bono, Stropp and freshman Bryan home series against the C-USA East CaroliBennett. Bono finished 4-for-5 with four na Pirates. The three-game set opens on
Friday night at 6:30 at Jay Beq)nan Field
RBis and two runs scored.
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.Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ID?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking?
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YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

Knights' young offense leads run over Bulls
FROM B1

•

,

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

•

..
The hiring of a law yer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask me to send you
free written info1'nation about my qualifications .fAd experiences.

'

.
.,
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Billings is third recruit to commit
FROM B2

-

•
•

career was over in the Marine
Corps, I was 6-11," Billings
said. "My coach in the military was always on me. He
thought I should play college
basketball and a lot of my
friends and teammates in the
military told me to play college ball. That's when I got
really serious about it."
At 6-feet-ll-inches, 225

pounds, Billings should help said "Hopefully [we'll] ~
ease the loss of graduating for- conference title and hopefi...4
wards Anthony Williams and get to the NCAA [TournaMarcus Johnson, but he knows . ment] ... I want to become a
there is work to be done, espe- better basketball player, a betcially in the weight room, if he ter man and help lead some of
hopes to reach the high stan- my teammates."
Billings joins freshman
dards he has set for himsel£
"My goals are to try and 'recruits Tony Davis, a formaintain a 3.0 [GPA], get ward from Riverview High
stronger and get bigger. Prob- School in Sarasota and Andre
ably put on 20 more pounds, Thornton, a forward out of
but get a lot stronger, Billings Memphis, Tenn.

Carrington improves 40 time
fl

FROM

Bl

ership in football, period, no
matter how young or old the
• team is," Reid said "Sometimes
you need to lean on your brother and leadership is a big part
of it, because young guys need
~ to know what direction to go in
and how to do things."

. .., On to bigger and better things
Former UCF wide receiver
Brandon Marshall and defensive end Paul Carrington
• observed practice on Tuesday.
The two key members of last
year's historic UCF football

-..

team are making an impression wasn't invited to the Combine
on NFL scouts, as this month's ·but has come on strong lately
with performances at both of
NFL Draft looms closer.
Marshall, a big part ofUCF's UCF's "Pro Days" on March 1.
offensive success last year, and March 29. He helped his
earned an invitation to the NFL cause the most during UCF's
Combine after dominating at second pro day, where he postthe Sheraton Hawai'i Bowl and ed a quick 4.53-second 40-yard
dash time in front of NFL
Hula Bowl
Marshall's impressive per- scouts.
"I've concentrated on
formance at the Combine
included a 4.55-second 40-yard improving my speed in the last
dash, which is helping to dispel three months and it has paid
the talk of the 6-foot-4 receiv- off,'' Carrington said. "I've
heard so many opinions -from
er's lack of speed
Carrington, a 6-foot-7 teams and my agent. I. am condefensive end who-helped lead fident and excited to see what
the UCF defense last season, happens on draft day."

Don't hate Bonds because of his attitude

Barry Bonds resumed his quest
and McGwire were feel-good
personalities with feel-stories.
to pass Babe Ruth and Hank
most thorough choke-jobs the
Aaron in the all-time home run They were willing to work
tournament has ever seen
race this week and it doesn't
with the media and in turn the
appear that anyone outside of
media forgcit about steroids.
against UCLA. It was about
George Mason dropping three
It's hard to feel sorry for
San Francisco is too happy
. Bonds, who has brought a lot of
of the last five national champi- about it, besides me.
Say what you will about his
ons on its most improbable run
the negative attention upon
abrasive attitude, silence on
to the Final Fow: It was about
himself with his sometimes icecold persona, but in this case
J.J. Redick not getting a national steroids, or ballooning (literalhe is getting a raw deal
championship and LSU getting ly) head Barry Lamar Bonds,
Sosa and McGwire didn't
along with Ruth and Ted
"' the chance to play for one.
Wow, those were the days.
have to answer the steroid
Williams, is one of the three
questions when they chased
By Monday night, the tournabest hitters to play the game.
history, so why should Bonds
Hands down
ment - or the shell of it that
have to?
·
.11 remained - was about trying to
Pitchers have never been
more afraid to throw to a hitter,
The last 10 years in baseball
stay awake on my couch so I
could hear that "One Shining
and when Bonds actually gets a will forever be kno"Wn as the
pitch to hit, he capitalizes, with
steroid era. An asterisk may not
Moment" song.
So the next time a Florida
stand next to those years physithe ball usually landing in
fun starts belittling you and
eJfCeSS of 400 feet away from
cally in the history books, but it
your school, remind them that
will certainly be in the minds of
the batters box. The last time I
~ they may have a national
checked, steroids don't help
the historians of the gaine.
championship, but at least you
with plate vision.
So don't worry. In the end
don't have to deal with the conBonds will be exposed for what
And where did all this
despair over Bonds come
he is. It may take 10 years, it
stant knowledge that your
may take 100, but in the mean' team's dominance single-hand- from? There were all the same
time he's putting on a hell of a
edly ruined the NCAA Tourna- . suspicions of Mark McGwire
ment. Oh yeah, and remind
show. We should sit back and
and Sammy Sosa when they
"saved baseball" in 1998, but
appreciate it, rather than tear it
.- them that we won the 2003
NCAA Championship in
nobody had a problem with
apart.
cheerleading. That should do
them breaking Roger Maris'
the trick.
record of 61 home runs in a
Andy Vasquez can be reached at
. sports@UCFnews.com
Speaking of dominance,
season. That's because Sosa

'
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FROM THE
SPORTS DESK
Women's tennis
falls to Louisville

and Race Book

The UCF women's tennis team completed ·its
weekend road trip Sunday,
losing 5-2 to host No. 72
Louisville at Bass-Rudd
Tennis Center on the Cardinals' campus.
After dropping all three
doubles matches to lose the
point, the Golden Knights
bounced back to earn their
lone points in the top singles spots.
Senior captain Pamela
Fernandez won her eighth
consecutive singles match,
defeating Maria Klokotzky
6-3, 6-1. In the No. 2 slot,
freshman Kenza Belbacha
stepped in for the injured
Elvira Serrot, winning the
tiebreaker to defeat Cardinal freshman Bianca Gorbea 7-5, 4-6 (ll-9).
The Cardinals (18-6)
then went on to take the
final four singles matches to
complete the team scoring.
UCF junior Becky Gordon
came into the contest with a
six-match winning streak,
but she fell in three sets to
freshman Natalia Baez, 3-6,
6-3 and6-1.
The Knights (10-8) will
return home for their regular season home finale
against Stetson on Saturday.
The match will kick off at
the UCF Temlis Complex at
ll a.m.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S PREMIER
SIMULCAST FACILITY OPEN DAILY & NIGHTLY YEAR ROUND!
LIVE JAl·AlAI SEASON
ENDED MARCH 31ST Will BOURN NEXT WINTER!

Women's Basketball National
• Championship
Maryland 78, Duke 75 (OT}
.
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BOSTON
Overtime
belongs to Maryland So does
the NCAA championship.
Kristi Toliver hit a 3-pointer
at the end of regulation to cap a
13-point comeback, then the
freshman made two free
throws with 35 seconds left in
overtime on Tuesday night to
give the Terrapins a 78-75 victory over Duke and their first
NCAA women's basketball
title.
Maryland (34-4) is 6-0 in
overtime games this season _
the first five on the road and
the last in the championship to
complete the second-largest
comeback in a women's title
·game. It was the first time the
championship was determined
in overtime since Tennessee
beat Vrrginia in 1991.
Jessica Foley made two free
throws with 18 seconds left in
regulation to give Duke a 70-61
lead, then Maryland coach
Brenda Frese called timeout to
se,-up a play.
~
Toliver, who had 12

turnovers in the semifinal victory over North Carolina,
brought the ball down and
veered over to the left side
before putting through the 3
with 61 seconds left.
Toliver said Duke's Alison
Bales was right in her face.
"And I even felt her fingertips as I was holding my follow
through," Toliver said "So, she
did a great job contesting. I just
had a lot of confidence. And I
knew I wanted to take the big
s~ot so I just took it."
Duke (31-4) opted not to call
a timeout; Lindsey Harding
brought the ball down the
court and put up a desperation
leaner from the right baseline
that went off the rim.
After that, the usually frenetic Frese just let her players
take over.
"I didn't have to say a word,"
Frese said. "They just know
that overtime is their time."
Duke took a 75-74 lead
before Toliver sank two free
throws to put Maryland ahead
for good. Marissa Coleman,
who bounced back from
Frese's furious
first-half
tongue-~o finish with 10
points and 14 rbbounds, hit the

last two free throws for Maryland with 13.4 seconds left.
Foley was forced to take a
well-covered, off-balance 3 at
the buzzer that barely nicked
the rim.
Toliver had 16 points, four
assists and just three turnovers
in the title game. Laura Harper
and Shay boron also scored 16
for the Terrapins, who were
charter members of the Final
Four 25 years ago but struggled
before Frese took over the program in 2002.
All game long, Frese was
walking the sideline and clapping, screaming out plays and
in one case walking onto the
court to rip into Coleman for
the first 30 seconds of a twominute timeout.
Colem::µi got the message.
After scoring just two points in
the first half; the 6-foot-1 freshman battled against the 6-foot7 Bales too keep Duke from
using its inside edge to count:..
er Maryland's speed. And
that's when Toliver, who had
to give up the ball-handling
against the Tar Heels, took
over.
-
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College Students Alwa.ys Free
(With Valid I.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)
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UCF celebrates
Student-Athlete Day today
UCF Academic Services
for Student-Athletes will
celebrate National StudentAthlete Day today, hosting ·
''A Day in the Life of UCF
Student-Athletes"
on
Thursday morning.
The event is open to the
community and will feature
guest speakers representing
UCF athletics, including
Coach George O'Leary and
Coach Gail Striegler.
Representing the student-athletes will be track
and field's Kendra Howell,
baseball's Matt Horwath
and women's soccer's
Courtney Baines.
O'Leary is going to open
up the event with comments on football's academic program and recruiting
philosophy, and Striegler
will close the event with her
thoughts on the commitment to the academic goals
of her athletes.
In between, the studentathletes. will take over, as
Howell will discuss the· role
of the Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee, of
which she is co-president,
and Horwath and Baines
will discuss personal experiences as student-athletes.
The event kicks off at
ll:30 a.m. in the new Wayne
Densch Sports Center.

1

~·~ii UNIVERSITY

ONLINE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE PROGRAM
Department ~f Criminolo9y, Law &Society·
Fully accredited online course and
certificate program. World class threecredit courses-from police profiling to
serial murder-in two summer sessions.
$195 per credit • First session starts on May 8

- CHRIS HOYLER

Dail411app411our Noon-7pm
Domestic • Drafts .75, Pitchers $5,
Longnecks $1.75

Imports· Drafts $3.25, Pitchers $9,
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2/4/1 Wells • FREE Wings
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"As far as working for awrestling company, it wasn't something I studied in college."

-·

-RYAN JEVEC, ASSISTANT TELEVISION PRODUCER FORTNAWRESTLING

TODAY

Graffiti: An
Urban
Lifestyle
The Orlando Museum of Art
continues its popular"lst
" Thursday" programs with a
look at graffiti and how it
has shaped the modem art
JI scene. Exhibits by local
artists reflecting graffiti's
influence on various
mediums will.be presented.
t Starts at 6 p.m.atthe · .
Orlando Museum of Art.
407-896-4231

SATURDAY

BRANDON BIELICHI CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Lance Hoyt readies to slam Kenny King into the mat during a Total Nonstop Action Wrestling match. The federation, which was formed in 2002 by Jeff Jarrett and his fatherJerry, films its fights in the Universal Orlando backlot.

An Empire's
Atrocity .

Back Booth continues its
crazy-good habit ofce!ebrating CD releases for
• up-and-cqming bands.This
week, it's Florida metal band
An Empire~ Atrocity. What a
cheerful name! Ican't
believe it's a metal group!
With guests Holotype and
Chien Kahn. Doors open at 9
p.m.407-999-2570

SATURDAY

Big 10-4

1

One of Orlando's many
homegrown bands to make
it big - the band signed a
contract with Universal
Records last year - is back
in town for a show at The
Social. Not just any show,
though. This performance is
part of the band's video
shoot! Doors open at 9 p.m.
407-246-1419

SUNDAY

\ TheNew
~

1

~~~~~~~erNew

Hope Tour is coming with a
whole mess of bands,
induding The Receiving End
of Sirens, IAm the
Avalanche, AThom For Every
Heart, As Tall as Lions, Hit the
Lights, The Blackout Pact and
others! What more do you
want?! Doors open at 5 p.m.
at The Social.407-246-1419

.,. DVD RELEASE FOR
WEEK OF APRIL 11

Mission:
, Impossible
"t

Special
Editions

It's a bit of a slow week for
. DVDrnext week, but if you
enjoy some high-flying Tom
Cruise action, you may want
to pick up the new special
editions for the first two .
·' Mission: Impossible flicks.

Flying wrestlers arid motor-mouth promoters - for <'ne UCF
graduate, it's all part of working in the wrestling business.
BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

CF graduate Ryan Jevec lives out his
dream at least three times a month.
Originally from Cleveland, Jevec,
who graduated from U~F in 2000
with a degree in finance, now works
as an assistant television producer
for Total Nonstop Action Wrestling.
TNA is a professional wrestling promotion
based out of Nashville, Tenn., but all shows are
taped at Universal Orlando in Soundstage 21, located behind the Universal Studios theme park
Jevec, 28, has always been a passionate wrestling
fan, but he had Iio idea upon graduation that he
would end up working for a promotion, let alone
TNA
"Back in 2000, TNA didn't even exist," Jevec said
in an interview before a recent television taping.
"They came about in early 2002. As fa;r as working

u

for a wrestling company, it wasn't something that I
studied in college.
"I came down as a bio-chemistry major, switching over to business because, basically, that's where
the money was."
Over the past 15 years, professional wrestling
boomed with the rise of World Wrestling Entertainment, based out of Stanford, Conn., and owned
by Vmce McM$on. Ted Turner later acquired his
own brand of wrestling to compete with McMahon, World Chpmpionship Wrestling. When WCW
went under in March'. 2001, McMahon purc~ed
the company, thus eliminating any potential competition.
Former WCW/WWE wrestler Jeff Jarrett
formed TNA in May 2002 along with his father,
Jerry Jarrett. Panda Energy International now owns
most of the promotion.
When TNA arrived in Orlando in 2004, Jevec
PLEASE SEE

Thank 'You For Smoking sets satire
to 'spin' - deftly skewers today's
truth twisting political cultural
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

"If you argue correctly, then you're
never wrong." Big Tobacco lobbyist
Nick Naylor works and lives by this philosophy, relying on his ability to twist ·
the truth in his favor, whether he is convincing a talk show audience that his
industry wants cancer patients to live
(and keep puffmg away), browbeating a
young girl while speaking to his son's
class, or arguing to Congress that Vermont cheddar cheese is just as deadly
as the cigarettes he sells.
However, Thank You For Smoking
isn't so ·much about smoking as it is
about the endless spin cycle that politicians, journalists, agents and lobbyists
use to fulfill their various agendas, and
writer/director Jason Reitman manages
to shamelessly satirize each of its many
perpetrators to superb effect. _

UCF ON B6 .

TNA Wrestling
Universal Orlando

The next TNA iMPACT! Show taping is next Monday. The next live Pay Per View event is an all cage match
show called "Lockdown" on Sunday, April 23. Both shows are at Universal Studios, Soundstage 21.

BRANDON BIELICH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"The Mouth of the South" Jimmy Hart and UCF graduate Ryan Jevectalk about promotional
ideas for the next TNA Wrestling show. Jevec helps spread the word about the business.

Caveman Theory.looks to
evolve to the next level
Popular indie rap group seeks deal with label

Thank You For Smoking

****•

NATALIE ZFAT
Staff Writer

Director: Jason Reitman
Stars: Aaron Eckhart, William H. Macy, Maria Bello,
Cameron Bright, Katie Holmes; Rob Lowe, Adam
Brody, Robert Duvall
Starts tomorrow at Regal Winter Park Village.
Each and every cast member hits
their notes perfectly, from Maria Bello
and David Koechner as fellow lobbyists
(for alcohol and firearms, respectively)
to Rob 'Lowe's amusing appearance as a
top Hollywood agent that Naylor taps
to put his product back into movies and
"the sex back into cigarettes." .(Adam
Brody also does a fine job in his brief
role as Lowe's assistant.) As Nick's
impressionable son, Joey, young
Cameron Bright is fmally beginning to
PLEASE SEE

STRONG ON B6

Business is good for rap group Caveman Theory, which has sold over 250
CDs since the release of its new album
less than two weeks ago. At $5 a pop,
that's not bad money for four guys who
say they're just doing what they love.
"The only thing that makes me happy
is music," said Alex Minor, aka Godamus
Rhyme, one of Caveman's three MCs,
before a show at Back Booth last w~ek
The group was getting ready to open for
Murs and Jean Grae in what Minor
called "the biggest show they've ever
played"
Caveman's 30-minute set got a crowd
of about 300 pumped, nodding their
heads and doing the non-existent basketball bounce with their hands. One
hundred fifteen of those people bought

Caveman Theory CDs immediately following the performance. One particular
burst of applause during the set prompted Godamus to make a confession to the
audience: "I wrote that song," he whispered
Caveman Theory credits it s sound
influ ence to several artists including the
Wu-Tang Clan, Big Pun, Common and
Public Enemy. Some of the band's songs
even sound strikingly familiar, as its DJ,
Dave Mock, aka DJ Dolo, remakes hip
hop songs from decades ago and blends
in new beats to keep them modern.
"We want to change music and go
back to the basics," said MC Lane
Kaplan, aka Kap, explaining the reason
behind the name Caveman Theory:
"Our music is primal"
''Ninety five percent of our songs are
PLEASESEE

RAP ON B6
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UCF grad worked up from promoter to producer
FROM BS

wanted to do his part to help
promote the new comp;my. He
began working with several
other wrestling fans as members of a street team. A street
team spreads the word about a
company through means such
as hanging promotional
posters around cities and passing out flyers and stickers.
Jevec went a step further by
creating multimedia presentations about TNA According to
Jevec, TNA front-office · officials began noticing his initiative and unique approach.
"They started giving me a
few extra assignments here
and there to try and help out
and I did well with that," he
said. '~d they just went ahead
and made me part of the staff."
Now as assistant TV producer, a part-time position,
Jevec' s assignments range
anywhere from promotion to
helping out backstage before,
during and/or after a show.
Jevec said he arrives early on
show days and helps assemble
the ring. What happens from
there varies by day.
"The only constant every
show day is you have to come
in here and put the ring together," he said. "[After that] I'm
doing· various assignments
[like] help coordinating talent's arriv~s and departures,
even, ori occasion, going out
getting props for the evening's
show at local stores."
Although he is a TNA
employee, Jevec said he
remains a fan first. Jevec
attends each and every taping
in Orlando, which includes
two iMPACT! television tapings and a live pay-per-view
event each month.
Events take place in the
"Impact Zone," which holds
about 1,000 people. Jevec usually stands ringside in an area
known as the "Pit." But being
too close to the action can
have repercussions.
Sept. 27, 2005, TNA' s first
iMPACT! taping for broadcast
on cable network SpikeTV; is a
night Jevec will never forget.
In the opening bout
between AJ Styles and Roderick Strong, Styles knocked
Strong outside, right in front of
Jevec in the Pit. Jevec and the
other fans edged Styles on saying, "C'mon, AJ, fly," hoping
Styles would attempt a move
called a Somersault Plancha, a
forward ilip over the top rope.

BRANDON BIELICij/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

TNA wrestlers Lance Hoyt and Sharkboy leave the ring after a match. TNA uses a hexagonal ring as opposed to the traditional four-cornered ring used by most other wrestling federations.

Styles flew.
"He came over the top; I
could see him coming over,
and I knew it was going to be a
close call beca~se he was coming toward Roderick, [who]
was right in front of me," Jevec
said. "I was on the guardrail,
and, as soon as I stepped back,
I stepped on somebody's foot
and there was no place for me
to backup._
"I remember turning my
head and [the heel of Styles' ]
boot caught me in the forehead, down in my [left] eye
and my nose."
A little fazed by the incident
but still coruicious and standing, Je:vec said he was just
ready to "continue with the
show."
According to Jevec, fans
began to chant his name as
Universal security came to
perform a required medical
check, since Jevec was on park
property. Jevec eventually
returned to the show, but he
later sported a black eye.
Injury and all, Jevec
remains ringside for every
TNA event, starting chants
arid getting the crowd going.
Jevec also works for Fairfield Resorts as a title document specialist. According to
Jevec, working with Fairfield
sometimes conflicts with his

work at TNA, but he works Gentrys, which had a millionhard to keep a balanced sched- selling hit single called "Keep
'ule. Jevec even uses paid vaca- on Dancin'." The band even
tion days from Fairfield to has items on display at the
cover his work with TNA on Hard Rock Cafe in Universal
tapirig days.
·
City Walk.
Once the band members
"Fairfield's my job, and I
love my job," he said. "But I parted ways, Hart began work-·
love wrestling that much ing in the wrestling industry.
more. That's my passion.
He has managed wrestlers
"Whatever I have to do to such as Hulk Hogan, Bret Hart
make that work is what I have (no relation) and Ted DiBiase,
to do."
among many others:
Hart said TNA moving the
Those visiting Universal
Studios on taping days may tapings from Nashville to
notice a familiar face also out Orlando was great for the
promoting TNA Manager and · company, as it e:Xposed the
WWE Hall of Farner Jimmy product to more people.
"The Nashville fans have
Hart also helps spread the
word about TNA prior to always been wonderful there,
events.
but it was in the fairgrounds,
Many people walking and of course you can see at
through the park immediately Universal Studios, l.'..ou've got
notice Hart with his signature people from all over the
jacket and megaphone. They world;' he said.
slowly approach "The Mouth
Hart called the new locaof the South" for pictures and tion "the best of both worlds,"
autographs, while questioning with a beautiful studio in Unihis presence in the theme park. versal and people from all ·
"We're here because we
have a great show for you,"
Hart blares from his megaphone. "It's called Total Nonstop Action Wrestling."
Hart began his wrestling
career in Memphis, Tenn.,
working for Jerry Jarrett.
Before wrestling, however,
Hart sang for '60s band the

around the world who can
attend TNA tapings and then
spread the word in their respective neighborhoods.
As more fans approached
him for autographs, Hart said
he feels like "The Dick Clark of
Wraslin"'. but still loves every
minute of it. He enjoys meeting
fans - whom he calls "The
Wraslin' Nation" - and consid-·
ers them the most important
part of the industry.
"You gotta be good to the

1oti0/~··--·FiEE

fans because, without the fans,
there's no wraslin'," Hart said.
With TNA now calling Uni.versal home, it gives Universal
employees a chance to be a part
of the action.
Erin Landis is a status coordinator at Universal Orlando,
coordinating the animated performers and the atmosphere
performers. Landis, a five-year
Universal employee, also
attends numerous TNA events
as her brother turned her into a
wrestling fan when she was
younger.
Landis said it is great to have
a wrestling promotion "in her
own backyard."
"Bringing TNA here definitely boosted my enthusiasm
[for wrestling]. It's phenomenal," she said. "I can't thank
them enough for what they've
brought to me and what they've
brought to Universal in general."
As for Jevec, he hopes to one
day work full-time with TNA,
even if that means moving to
Nashville. As a devoted fan and
employee, Jevec believes TNA
· is the future of wrestling.
"For TNA, ultimately, I see
them excelling and reaching the
peak of this industry."
.
TNA' s next iMPACT! taping
is next Monday. The next live
pay-per-view event is an allcage match show called Lockdown on Sunday, April 23. Both
shows are live at Universal Studios, Soundstage 21. Doors
open at 6.p.m., and admission is
free. Entrance is on a firstcome, first-serve basis. For
more information, call the TNA
Event Hotline at 407-224-6000.
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Strong cast helps Smoking
FROM BS

personal integrity aside.
While Naylor might not make
act his age. This works in his the perfect antihero, audifavor as he decides to show ences are less likely to support
some interest in his father's the agenda of Vermont Senajob and pick up some serious tor Finistirre (William H.
debating tactics along the way. Macy), whose intent to slap a
Sam Elliott brings the right gaudy poison warning on cigaamount of gruff hostility rettes and simultaneously
toward Naylor, who arrives earn some re-ele~tion support
with a financial understanding is frequently foiled by Naylor's
in an effort to buy some rather effective spin camsilence from the dying · paign.
spokesman. Robert Duvall
Adapting
Christopher
tries to provide a sort of father Buckley's 1994 novel, Reitman
figure as the tobacco czar keen still keeps the material fresh
on Naylor's ideas. Katie over a decade later, yet manHolmes does a suitable job as ages to avoid dating himself
the reporter looking to get her for years to come. Although
scoop by any means necessary. it's hard to imagine any other
No matter how good the ensemble pulling off the
supporting cast and . script zingers with the same zest,
may be, the burden lies on the most of the bite comes from
shoulders of Aaron Eckhart, the dialogue itself, whicli is
who brings Naylor to life with equal in confidence to the
just the right blend of sarcasm, direction. (It should be noted
arrogance and a sense of ethi- that, although nicotine does
cal elasticity.
turn out to be life-saving at
Though it may feel like a one point, not a single characvariation of a role Eckhart has ter actually smokes on
done before (particularly In screen.)
The Company ofMen), he has
One can also take comfort
his cockiness honed so fine that Reitman never pulls any
that the viewer has no choice punches when lesser filmmakbut to surrender to such a ers would opt out with cheap
scheming. schmuck because conscience and resort to a
he has pretty much earned it, false sense of last-reel

redemption. The film does sag
slightly before the climax,
where it returns the humor to
its aptly caustic level. Characters with such disregard for
typical ethics or values would
not, and do not, change their
wicked ways overnight, which
brings a refreshing consistency to their behavior throughout.
Last year's Lord of War also
asked viewers to sympathize
with a lead character with
morals flexible enough for him
to make a living as a merchant
of death. Even though Nicolas
Cage could certainly deliver
droll dialogue, he lacked the
smarmy, snarky persona that
only Eckhart so effortlessly
embodies, and frankly, a lot of
it Q.oes have to do with his
looks: that hair, that chin,
those ·eyes, and that smile, all
of which lend to him a certain
arr()gant charm that very few .
other actors can pull off.
Eckhart's grin of spin, combined with the gift of gab, ultimately allows for him (and
Reitman, consequently) to
blow smoke wherever they
damn well please. It's cool,
available, and addictive, but
beware: satire this sharp may
be habit-forming.

Rap quartet moves merchandise
FROM BS

concept songs," said Kap. ''We
don't just rap to rap. If
Godamus has a problem with
us, he'll rap about it in our
music. We're not afraid to be
honest."
Luckily, Godamus agrees.
"If we have a problem with
each other, we'll put it on a
track. No hard feelings."
Goctamus said that's what sets
them apart from other musicians and most mainstream
\ artists. .
'
Kyle Simpkins~ aka Redd,

who spends much of his time
The group's last paid show
writing song lyrics, said the was in North Carolina on
reason music is so important March 21 at the CD release
nowadays is because of what it party of Odd Numbers with the
represents. "I can take every- Justus Le.ague, but the group's
thing and anything around me biggest accomplishment was
and put it into a song and it'll the following night at Lounge
make sense," Redd said. "It's Battles in downtown Orlando,
what I want to be doing with where it competed against 18
my life."
groups to earn the title of 2006
And CD sales aren't the only Lounge Battles Performance
way this quartet makes money. Champions.
Future plans for Caveman?
·~ lot of (our income) comes
from merchandise sales and ·~ distribution deal," said
paid concerts;' said Kap. ·~d · Kaplan. .'~d lots of touring."
The g('oup's next show is
we ~et paid for almost every
April 22 at AKA Lounge.
show we do."

..
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r?im HELP WANTED:
W:.f General

'f

Diii NS!

Earn over $40,000/year by

Familvhtu~
by~~
The first-ever Nickelodeon Family Suites is holding auditions for NEW and EXCITING Character
Stage Shows and Environmental EntertainmentTroops.

• lmprov Actors• Show Hosts• Show Assistants• Show Characters
•Walkabout Costume Characters• DJ/Stage Technicians
All roles require high energy and a passion for kids. lmprov and dance skills a plus!

Helping Me Build My Cosmetic Practice !
Self-motivated, ethical, driven individual
with an appealing, professional
presentation for outside medical sales.
Gets leads by planning and face-to-face
cold calling. If you think you have what it
takes, write me and tell me, '"Why You
Would Be An Asset To My Team I" No
phone calls I No·Resumes! Fax/Mail Your
flesponse To:
Dr. D.L. Cantrell, M.D.
1954 W SR 426, #1112; Oviedo,FL 32765
Fax: 407-359-5554
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Commissioned Sales $60k in the Home
Improvement Field
We are growing our team and need 2
proven professionals immediately. You
must have skills and experience in short ·
selling cycles and in home sales ~h a 1call close. Daily activities inclut:le
prospecting, canvassing, cold calling,
appointments and closing. $60K in the
first year is reasonable for those willing
to do the work. You must be a self
starter and be willing to learn, have good
communication skills, customer follow-up
and customer satisfaction. Fax 1 page
typed summary of skills and experience
to 321-281-0297

Auditions will be held:
Sunday, April 9th, 2006, 1:00pm-4:00pm
& Monday, April 10th, 2006, 7:30pm-8:30pm
Monday night callbacks.
•
Spotlight Dance Center• Crown Pointe Commerce Park
7751 Kingpointe Pkwy - Suite 102 •Orlando, FL 32819
(Off Sand Lake Rd.- Behind Racetrack Gas Station)
yvww.nickhotel.com •Additional Details: 407-387-1810
All candidates must provide a non-returnable resume and head shot. Actors should prepare a 1-minute
kid focused monologue. A dance number will be taught. please wear appropriate clothing and shoes for
'
movement. Costume characters must be between the height of 4'11" - 5'6".
Must be at least 18 years of age to apply. No costumes please. Drug-free workplace. EOE.
@0lliViacom International Inc.. All rights reserved Nic.kelodeoo, SpongeBob SquarePantsand all related titles, logos and characters are trademarks ofViacom International Inc. SpongeBob
SquarePants created by Stephen Hlllenburg. ©loo; lnterContinental Hotels Group. All riglrts reserved. Holiday Inn and all related titles. logos and trademarks are owned by Six Cont<nents Hotels, Inc.

Help Wanted! College aged co[Jnselors,
Camp Wekiva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 10-24th
Girls June 24th-July 22nd. $240/wk.
Contact Mj. Meherg@worldnet.att.net

SGA Cabinet Positions Avail.
Flexible Hours, Build Your Resume
Apply onllne at www.SGA.UCF.edu or
stop by the Student Union Rm. 214.
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, and
Oviedo areas. $10.00/hr. 407-276-2881

•

PfT and FfT Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female
companions to work w/ special needs
adults. Flex. hours. 407-334-5771

For I ive show performers
Auditions are held in Tampa on the First
·wednesday of each month in 2006.
Bus~ch" ~a~d~ns _1s no~ ~i~inS psrfo_
rmers. of many talents for a variery~·
of Jive show proauct10ns mcluamg two all new shows to open in
May of 2006. We are particular!_y interested in: comedic actors that
can sing and/or sing and dance: Bil!.Y Crystal/ Nathan Lane/Martin
Short ~pes". dancers that can sing and act (comedy). vocalists that
can act (comedy) and enthusiastic, high energy dancers with strong
jazz techniQue. Kit drummers and keyboard players also wanted.
Performers and musicians should have an outgoing personaliry,
singing abiliry is a plus. Bring a current non-returnable resume and
headshot. Technicians and stage managers applicants also welcome.
Visit our website for helpful audition tips, photos and pay rates.

Cooks, Experie.n ced Pizza Makers
Wanted for Vivona's Fine Italian
Pizzeria. FfT. 407-314-8563
ask for Nick.

TWO MEN ANO A TRUCK.
"Mover.; Who Care.:
4031-Bforsyth Rd. · Winter Park,FUl792

Two Men and a Truck is lookirrg for
FT/PT team members to move
resldentlaVcommerclal customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work
ethic, & exc. customer skills. We
offer excellent wages + tips &
bonuses. Ask about our "stay the
summer" hiring bonus for FT!
407-852-1777. We are located at:
4031-B Forsyth Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
HIRING CAMP COUNSELORS!
Come make a difference in the life of
an adult or
child with a disability. Residential
Counselors
needed, salary plus room/board . Apply
today and start
your adventure on May 21stl! For more
info or to apply
please visit our website at:
www.campchallengefl.com or call 352. 383-4711 .
Valet parking supervisors needed.
$10-13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

Excellent Benefits! .
call 813-987-5164 or visit:
www. buschgardenstal en t. com

MAKE GREAT CASH AND HAVE FUN!
Bicycle Drivers Needed. Flex. schedule.
Three Orlando Locations. 407-310-2991
Why Walk Pedi Cab
www.bicycletaxiservice.com

You must be 18 ye<irs old to apply. Bu;ch Gardens is an eQual opportunity employer and supports a safe and drug free workplace. Applicants for
positions in L'Very BEC job classification will be subject lo tc~ling (both pre and posl employment) for the presence of illegal drugs.

Pegasus Pointe, UCF Affiliated Housing,
is seeking motivated, outgoing applicants
for Lifeworks positions (similar to oncampus RAs): Fax resumes to
(407)384-9060 attn: Auntuell,
or apply @ the property.

~p
oi\andds •1 Adult Club
Now /ookirig for new talent!

Permanent PT positions
at Winter Park Office.
'Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm.
Occasional 9 am - 1 pm.
About 12-20 hours/wk.
Flex. sched. as your sched.
changes. Starting at $7.75 and
up depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only

If you have t he "look", make
great money with it.

($700-$300+ per shift)

•Very flexible hours, both day
and night shifts.
·Must be ou~going, and love to
have fun!
•Stop by and check us out, or call
for info.

Call Donna at
407-671-7143

407-281-0120
5221 E. Colonial Dr.

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Looking for Outgoing PT Valets
Must be professional and responsible.
Pay starting at $9/hr. lmmed openings.
Apply online @ parkwayvalet.com

SPORTS EVENT VOLUNTEERS
April 8-9 Officer Down Memorial
Challenge & Bike Across Florida 2006
(cycling). We need: early risers, with
valid drivers license, big smile. We offer:
compensation, unforgettable experience,
commemorative T-shirt, lodging, food,
etc/ Call Candice: 407-599-0939 oremail:sfl61604@allstate.com

Roxy, Orlando's Hottest Night Cl~b
is seeking Freestyle Dancers. Music
is Top 40 Hip-Hop. Thursday &
Saturday Nights. $25/hr. Starting
ASAP. Call 321-663-9106

SOUTHWEST GRILL
Now hiring for our university &
Goldenrod store. 10 minutes from
UCF. Hiring full & Part time help.
Hiring experienced shift managers.
Training starts ASAP. Apply at the
UCF store between 2-4 p.m.

INTERNS WANTED!
Accounting and Bookkeeping firm in
Orlando seeks interns interested in
hands-on learning experience. Work
directly under company President. Email
interns@belovedbookkeeping.com.
Equestrian Assistants and Stable
Manager needed for camp riding
program 6/5- 7/30. Min age 18. Salary+
meals & housing. 800-347-2688 or
dridgway@girlscouts-gateway.org
EOE/DFWP
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys. ·
Barn Help Wanted for Summer
Responsible and Reliable
Some experience w/ horses
Good Pay. Call 407-489-7657

DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED
Tues & Fri. Flex hrs, 12-7pm . "Great
Pay'' No exp necessary. Must have own
vehicle. The Healthy Chef, Inc.
407-339-2433
Swim instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FfT, PfT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr.
Also searching for office manager
FfT PfT, $8·$1 O/hr
Call 407-699-1992 or fax 407-699-8103
www.sharksandminnows.com
FT/PT Help is needed at our 3 locations
for Sunshine Hydroponics Garden
Center. Plant maintenance & retail duties
apply. Must have an interest in growing
and caring for plants! $8-$1 2/ hr.
Call Peter at 407-830-4769

•And more!
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$300.00
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Health Screening
Complete Blood Work
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407- 303-4552

"NO EXPERIENCE NECCESARY*

$8 - $15 hour I Average

Resort earn all that and more.

• Flexible AM & PM Schedules
• Paid training
• $7 per production hour guaranteed
• Referral Bonus
• Business Casual Environment

·

Apply to join the lifeguard te ' at our world-class water parks and resorts. For more inq,rmation
or to schedule an interview, all the Walt Disney World" Jobline at 407-828-1000.

e

'o

at Florida Hospital Celebration
Health is conducting a study for
women comparing the effects of
sweetened bev~rages on energy
regulation

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS

Benefits subject to change at any time.
©Disney, EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity

~
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RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE

-----

• Paid training and certification provided
•Theme Park admission
•Discounts at select dining, merchandise and recreation locations

,,
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We are looking for motivated, friendly individuals to
join our team!

New hires may be eliglllle for a $250 certtfication bonus.

DJ

l!l

's

Apply Today & Start Monday 04110/06!

New increased pay rates plus a seasonal pay premium!

r

NOW HIRING FOR MOES

Houlihans now hiring cooks,
dishwashers, & preppers. PT/FT. Equal
Opportunity Employer. Next to Panera.
11448 University Blvd. 407-770-6990
Apply in person between 2-5pm.

Best Part-Time Job!
For a Full-Time Student

Disney World'

n

P!T Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

Call TodCJ

Lifeguards at the Wall

~=

(between 436 and Fashion Square Mall)

To qualify you must be
. female, overweight,
between 20-60 years of
age and otherwise healthy.
You must be able to
participate in 2 (50-hour)
overnight stays.

Fun. Friends.
Respect. Responsibility.

s

Two Convenient Locations:
Winter Park 407-6734)700 •Orlando 407-243-9400

_....... ...., . -:_._·~·:.:::::::::;=======,,,,,,,==~=="""'"'=:---,,,,~...-...,...,.........._..................................................................................................................~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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HELP WANTED:

General

ITiT:1 HELP WANTED:

~FOR RENT:

~General

~

Apartments
Rooms for Rent in Eastwood

rrm

toddler. Near Downtown. M,T,Th 2pm-5:30pm. Exp. pref. $8/hr. 407-894-5447
954-817-0661.jwise@hillandponton.com
Cooks&Servers needed - Beef O' Bradys
in Oviedo on Lockwood Blvd & 419 in
Publix Shopping Center.' Flex hrs. Apply
in Person. Mon-Sat, 10-5. 407-366-2333

We are a New Orleans Themed Sport> Bar and Grill
looking for
members eager to share our Mardis
Gras spirit with the central Aorida area About 1 mile
North of Universal Studios 4753 South Kirkman Road.

crew

Company seeks motivated,
self-starters with professional image.
Tremendous lncolT)e potential.
Salary + commission. April 5 & 6
interviews. Call 407-886-9907
PIT & FIT runner/clerk
needed for downtown law firm.
·Must be reliable and
have own transportation.
407-425-0234.

OTHER POSITIONS:

REFRIGERATION TECH &MAt_NTENANCE
SECURITY SUPERVISOR

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• free admission
• free quarterly tickets
• college tuition assistance

• referral bonuses
• flexible hours
• and more

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

"*'thltftd

HUMAN RESOURCES

6200 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE• ORLANDO, FL 32819
(407)354-1085 •FAX (407)345-IOOS

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY
UNDER THE

Apply online atwetnwildorlando.com,
call our Job Line at (407)248-1600,
Email.hr@wetnwildorf.com or visit our Human Resources
Department dally between 9AM and 4PM

Sonny's Real Pit Bar-B-Q will be taking
applications for all positions at its new
Oviedo location beginning March 27th at
7460 Dover Garden Ln.(off Red Bug Rd.,
between Lowe's and Slavia Rd.)Please
stop by Mon-Fri 10-8; Sat-Sun 10-3/EOE
MALE AND FEMALE
ATHLETIC/CREATIVE CAMP
COUNSELORS needed for co-ed, girls
and boy~ camp in NY, PA and New
England. No experience necessary.
Salary, travel, free room and board,
internships;
Jobs are llmlted! Apply today
www.summercampemployment.com.
800 443-6428 Carolyn
Make Your Own hours
Hiring for all positions. Vacation Register
is looking for dialers, closers, and a
receptionist. You make your own hours
and dress is casual. If you are looking for
a fun place to work then give
Tom a call at 1-888-226-1 055 or
407-809-1087.
Two Assistant Preschool Teachers
Needed. 2-6 pm.(no weekends or nights)
1- working with the 4 year old children.
2- working with the infants.
407-678-8660
Women.ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic', 407-740-0909

A UNIQUE AND FUN JOB!
FT/PT. We can work around your
school schedule. Free admission to
area attractions, complimentary
tickets. We are looking for friendly,
responsible, honest people. We will
train. Call for interview b/w 11am &
8pm. Universal Citywalk.
Get Wired, Inc. 407-903-1633

Servers and Delivery Drivers
needed for Pizzeria Valdiano Baldwin
Park location. PT/FT. Benefits avail.
for FT. Exp. req. Call Joe 407-895-0025
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people.
Flexible hours. Apply in person.
10501 J. Blanchard Trail inside the YMCA

[r;T!I

HELP WANTED:

~Part-Time

BAGEL CAFE - Shift Mgr Trainee
$7.50/hr plus. Food exp. & excellent
cust service skills reqd. Hrs: 7am-2pm.
Will train. 407-509-7154
Experienced Servers Wanted for
Goodfella's Pizza. Apply in person at
Corner of Alafaya and Colonial next to
.Blockbuster. 11865 E. Colonial.

One man business, expanding slowly
and offering seasonal position from
May-Aug. for teaching private swim
lessons to ages 3-12. Lessons and
water safety taught weekday
mornings and early afternoons
(possible evenings) In various pools
in SW Orlando as well as private
residences. Must have reliable
transportation and be willing to obtain
a national certification. Must be
imaginative, energetic, punctual,
responsible, self-motivated, analytical
and planning to remain in Orlando
until Oct. 2007. Call 407-251-9869.

Female needed for 1/1 in a 3/3.Pegasus
Landing,$450,everything included.May 1July 31. Call Alex 813-431-0767.
4 bed/2 bath in Pegasus Pointe
$455 a month, All utilities included
Free shuttle to UCF, Great roommates
Call Chris@ 407-493-0987

Part time caregiver for the summer to
watch 2 young children. Winter Park
location. Hours flexible. Call Pam @407.435.9305.

Need Place to Stay for Summer?
May/June-July 31. Apt in Pegasus
Landing. $51 Olmo (negotiable). Cable,
internet, shuttle included. 954-665-6471

Condo 4 Rent - newly renovated 1/1
with fplc/pooVgym/gated. $750 per
month. Located on Redbug Lk Rd.
In Casselberry. Call (321) 689-5666
· Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
3/2 Condo For Rent in Waterford Lakes.
Upgrades include granite counter tops,
new appliances & hardwood floors.
$1300/mo includes cable, high speed
internet & phone. Call 407-451-5137
One mile from UCF. 2bd/2ba Duplex.
Fence. 10x20 Storage. Washer/Dryer.
Ideal for two students.
osb32816@bellsouth.net

Looking for bright, energetic, dependable
person for secretarial pos., must be able
to multi task & spanish a +.Close to UCF.
M-F 8-4pm. Start $9.50/hr 407-617-0805

[175~
CORPORATE REAL ESTATE
SERVICES PROVIDER SEEKING
PART TIME SALES ASSOCIATE WHO
DESIRES TO BREAK INTO THE
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
INDUSTRY. Modest Base, plus
bonuses. E mail resume or profile to
jyork@yorkpropertycompany.com

4bed/2bath house.a mins to VCC 11 mins
to UCF, gated community, community
pool, nicely furnished and decorated,
looking for 1 or 2 roommates by May.
Female students only
FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a dorm.
Mins from UCF. Ample Parking, includes
cable, internet, appliances, utilities incl
up to $150. Avail Now. 407-641-5782
Female Roommate Wanted-master
bedroom/private bath avail. immediately.
3/2 in Sherwood Forest. $450 includes
utilities + hi-speed internet. Call Britt~ny407-506-6599.
.
Female roommate for 3/2 in Oviedo
$400/month, all utilities included
Looking for friendly, clean student
Must like dogs.
Contact Jenn (407) 971-3705

Room for Rent - Male Only
In 3/2 home 10 min fr campus.Tiled
floors in great rm, fenced yard, cabl~.
roadrunner/wireless, HDTV,
2 car garage. W/D, $425 + 1/4 util.
(407)521-5563

Plan your financial independence!
Seminar in Orlando 4/8. FREE admission
when register with Kathy at 407 4388985 or www.SatoriSeminars.com.

Roommate needed to •hare large new
4/2 house. 10 mins away from UCF.
Large rms, furnished, comm. pool,
tennis courts, & gym. Yard & security.
$500 + 1/~ utilities. Avatl Fall.
Call Ariel @ 954-610-9214

Enhance your inner and outer beauty w/
phenomenal products and also have
potential to earn a 2nd income.
www.arbonne.com, Dan 321-626-0170

Classy HomesNacation
Homes of all sizes I Built in 2005-06
Near UCF, Oviedo, Maitland, Orlando,
Kissimmee, Davenport. Starting at
$1400/mo. Share the most luxurious
homes w/ others on a joint lease. We
match you w/ other professionals &
pay referral rewards. rent entire home
or share for $395-900/mo.
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com
407-891-1250 or 407-716-0848
Available August
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
$925/mo. Call 407-496-0888.

Brand New House For Rent. Lease
terms 6 months- a year. 3/2. 1700 sq.ft. Waterford Trails subdivision at
Avalon Park Blvd. 10 mins from
Waterford Lakes. 15 mins from UCF.
Community has pool. $1400/mo
Including w/d and all appliances.
407-491-6269 or 407-765-9968
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
1/1 Condo Avail. Univ. & Semoran.
$625/mo. Includes water.
407-898-9010 x504
www.propman.com

1 bed/1 bath in beautiful Avalon Park.
Washer/dryer in unit. All utilities· paid
including cable and internet. Includes
resort style clubhouse with fitness center,
pool and spa, tennis and basketball
courts. Available May 1.
$750 mo/$250 deposit 407-690-2328
Hey, UCF Students.
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
The Crest at Waterford Lakes is offering
1, 2, and 3 BR Condos.
Just $2500 down. no closing cost.
Minutes from campu~ 407-737-0529
www.thecresillife.com

1 Rm Avall In 4/4 w/ quiet roommates.
F Only. $460/mo includes all utilities
except phone. Complex has 24 fit'!ess
rooms, computer lab, basketball &
volleyball courts, & pool. Avail.
immediately. Call 772-349-3271
Looking for F to sublet 1/1 in a 4/4 apt.
Pegasus Landing. Short Term lease
Aug '06-May '07. $460/mo for room
that normally Is $510/mo.
Call 301-221-9957
1/1 at Jefferson Lofts. Fully
furnished, all amenities included. W/D,
cable, internet. $909/mo. Pool, ·gym,
volleyball court. Avall for entire
- summer. Call 407:902-5311
SUBLEASE· 1 Bdrm in 4/2/2 at the
Lofts. May-July, great F roommates.
All Utilities included wl private parking.
$~65/mo. Call Sharon 239-682-6060

1000 ENVELOPES = $5000.
Receive $5 for every envelope stuffed
with our sales materials. Guaranteed!
Free Information: 24 hour recording
1-800-796-6567

· Get Paid to Play!·

352-6691443 ext. 251.

Female looking for summer living? A 1/1
in a 4/4 in Pegasus Landing. 20 feet from
the pool & gym. Great shuttle service.
Lease from May to end of July. $475
(great discount!) a month. Util. included.
Contact Rachael at 727-515-7680.

Summer Sublease in 4/2 at Pegasus
Point. $400/mo. F only. Utilities
included, internet, cable, gym,. and pool.
Call Joy at 954-614-8387

- Spacious 2/2 townhome, 15 mins from
UCF, no pets. $1075/mo OBO
Call 407-579-6879 or
email: mmarfranc@aol.com

The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYCis an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL 'The camp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1~so0-523-1673 ext. 251 or

-

Babysitter needed w/ car.
Before and after child's school.
Exp & references necessary. Please
leave a message at 407-649-6571

4/2.5 Home for rent in Eastwood
Community off Lake Underhill. 2 car
garage. 2400 sq.ft. Waterfront
. property, golf course community.
$1645/mo. Util. not incl. Cats only.
Call 617-771-0979

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

Summer Sublease May· 1-July 31.
1 room avail. in a 2/2 in Pegasus
Landing. all util. incl. $560/mo. F only.
973-296-9994

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical and reliable model
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com

Seeking full time customer service rep
for private aviation company at
Sanford Airport. Must be friendly,
professlonal, great smile and better
personality. Working daily with high
end cllentele, comp pay, ben., paid
vac, flex sched. Open 7 days,
6am-10pm. E-mail resume to
marty@avionjetcenter.com.

~

•

Bedroom in 4/2 for release in Pegasus
Pointe for 2006-2007 year. Rent
$470/month. Cable, HBO, internet,
utilities included! UCF shuttle <;:ontact
386-237-1073:

Looking for P!T babysitter for one year
old. Mon-Fri. 3 to 7p.m. by UCF area.
Must have your own car. Experience
req'd. Call 407-380-1268.

Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

..,

AVAILABLE ASAP! 1 RM avail. in a 4/4
Pegasus Landing. Util., cable,internet,
pool, gym, shuttle all incl. No transfer
fee. Call 352-551 -41 31

SWIM INSTRUCTOR NEEDED

Fabulous 3/2.5 Towntiouse, at
Waterford Lakes Villas,2 bedrooms
avail, 3mins.from UCF. Huge rooms,
new.gated w/pool.407-666-9531

Summer Jobs .

SUBLEASE

A 1/1 in a 3/3 avail ASAP in Pegasus
Landing. Very clean and unfurnished.
$510/mo. M only. Utilities included,
internet, w/d, cable, gym, and pool. No
move in or transfer fees. Call Stefan
. 407-362-2816.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for a

WANTED:
Management, Servers, Bartenders,
Hosts and kitchen staff. Poboys
Creole cafe on Kirkman and Conroy
is hiring for all positions. Please
apply in person between
10:00 - 4:00pm M-F
Email: orlandojobs@poboys.com

'

Golf Community I Rybolt's Preserve.
$400/mo + util. and share bath.
$550/mo + utll. private bath.
Call 954-436-8924

2 part time openings: Both positions
are 19 hours weekly - willing to work
some sat. 1. Council Event Rep ...attend program events - provide onsite support to girl and adult programs
2. Council Shop Sales Clerk - Working
in the Girl Scout Shop. Must have
previous sales/cashier exp.
407-896-4475 x. 313

Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350,
$150 sec.dep-. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982
F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment ·
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$450 including utilities. 407-243-2630
or KellyRoop@hotmail.com
1 Bdrm Avail in a 3/2 Home for Rent.
Across the street from UCF.
Furnished. $375/mo plus 1/3 utilities.
Call 407-625-0238

Looking for a great place?
3 bedrooms available in 2828 sq. ft. new
house in Avalon Lakes. 2 w/ shared bath
at $51 O each. 1 w/ private bath at $640.
Includes utilities. Close to pool, gym, &
tennis courts. Available August 2nd. M
or F. Call Lindsay @(407)221-0066.

Pegasus Landing.
1 RM Avail in a 3/3. $535/mo all util incl.
Avail May/June/July. Great. for Summer!
Call Carolina at 904-434-4655
NEED TO RENT ASAP! 1/1 (2 rooms
avail.) at Alafaya Club in 4/4! Great F
roomies! Shuttle to UCF! May-July!
LOW RENT!! Please call! 239-404-5267
M to sublease a 412 in Pegasus
Connection. $470/mo. May-Aug. I'll
pay transfer fee! Util. Incl. internet,
cable, pool. Call Dan 954-682-6191
Sublease/take over lease needed for a
4/4, unfurnished, individual lease
apartment at the Gatherings, move in
august 4th 2006, all utilities included only
$465 a month
Call Evelyn at 941 -685-3060 for more
information
SUMMER SUBLEASE (May-July)
1/1 in 4/4@ Pegasus Landing, $510/mo
Move in Date/Rent NEGOTIABLE! NO
FEES! Call Ashley 305-776-8592
Summer Sublease 1 Rm available @ 3/3
Pegasus Landing F only. Only $400 a
month utilities iricl. Free Shuttie to UCF
Avail May 1st thru July 31. 407-580-9564

..'..i

SUMMER SUBLEASE- Oi'JLY $400/MO!!
1/1 Avail in 4/4 at Pegasus Landing! F
Only. Furni~hed and utilities included!
May 1-July 311 Call Jenna 813-728-95621
SUMMER SUBLEASE
1 RM Avail. in 3/3 at Northgate Lakes
$460/mo, May/June/July, All Utilities Incl.
Call Andrew at 407-430-5377
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Summer Sublease for Incoming
freshman male in Pegasus Pointe
(Freshman Building). $480/mo,
furnished, includes utilities. Call 321795-8501
Summer Sublease in 3/2 home.
$350/month plus 1/3 utilities. Room
unfurnished, W/D, Highspeed/wireless
internet, Walk to UCF. Call Michael at
321-946-6697 tor more info.
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Room for rent in 3/2 home in Ashington
Park. New & clean, 5 min from UCF, in
quiet cornmunity. Avoid traffic. Hi spd
internet, wireless, cable. $450/month
util incl. Call 407-595-1183.
N/S, M/F needed to share· 3/2 home
with nice,clean,quiet malel Private
rm/bath,walkin closets,internet,cable,phone.etc.Great House and safe area
w/2 pools. 1O mins to UCFI
$600/month inc all. Avail now! Tim at
321-759-7382

'"

..

Bdrms avail m a private 3 bdrm home
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table.
$425/mo each, all utilities included.
Female only. High speed Internet,
cable, W/D.
15 mlns from UCF. Call 561-543-6685
Room for rent in new home in Oviedo.
2 bdrms avail. in a 3bd/2ba. Rent
$450/mo per room (incl. util.)
Call 407-971-311 o
2/2 Apt w/ swimming pool area & gym.
$520/mo plus electricity. Alafaya & Lake
Underhill (5 miles from UCF) Call
407-733-3387. josephjawad@gmail.com
10 minutes from UCF. 2 UCF female
students seek female roommate, Clean
3/2 home, $500/mo + dep, Utilities
included, lease req., wireless internet,
N/S, N/D, Call Frank 407-948-0647
1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 7
mins from UCF. $550/mo, all utilities inc.
Call 786-344-3221
Room avail. In Beautiful home In
Avalon Park. 10 mins from UCF. All
utilities Incl. High speed wireless, all
cable, furnished opt., private bath,
walk-In closet, 17X19 ft. loft. $650/mo.
Avall May 1. Short term lease avail.
Call 850-291-3183
2 Rms. Avail in a 3/2 home off University.
7 mins from UCF. Professional & relaxed
students wanted. $525/mo util, incl.
cable, wireless internet, w/d.
407-617-0805
Female needed to share 2bed/2 bath
in Hunter's Reserve. Clqse.to UCF.
Resp. N/S please. $450'.!all utJI. incl.
Avail. asap. Call 321-ll47-5575.
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SALE:
[ ~FOR
~Homes
TAKE MY LEASE, PLEASE!

"
•
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Bdrm in Pegasus Connection. 4/2 Male.
All Utilities Included. Available for
Summer. $475/Mo. Call Ben: 954·6498693
Tivoli 1/1 room in a 3/3 floorplan summer
sublease. $350mo. Looking for MayAugust tenant. I will cover utilities. Call
Matt for more details. (352)871-6329

YOU'VE NEVER LIVED LIKE THIS!
The VIiiage At Science Drive.Are you
looking for a place to sub-lease, then I
have the place for you.414 style, car
wash faclllty,less than one mile from
UCF,fully furnished unlts,full-slze
washer/dryer, Rent:$525 and I'll pay
for all move-In fees, just call me. You
can move In as soon as possible.
239-560-4088

Master Bdrm w/ private bath for rent in
River Park Apts located off Dean Rd/SR
50. Only $385 a month including water
and cable. Available ASAP! Call Laura·
321-259·0515 or email
Lmtoppy@aol.com

Pegasus Pointe!!
F to sublease/release May-July. 1/1 in
212. $580/month.
Call (904)563-5035

FREE $250 CASH!!!!!

TIVOLI 3/3 ASAPlll
$1224/mo. +utl. great location
Heather 407-697-2430

Take over my lease at University House
in a 4bd/2.5ba. Available Immediately!!!!
$445/mo incl. util., cable, internet, etc.
Call 469-682-3763

1/1 Avail. In a 414. In Pegasus
Connection. $495/mo. Includes.
everything, with w/d. No move In
fees. Call 954-655-1704

SUMMER SUBLEASE- $400/MOI
1 Rm Avail in a 4/41 F ONLY. Includes all
utilities. May 1· JULY 31 ! Call Leah@
813-924-0367

. Have you ever thought about your
roommates assisting with your mortgage?
This is the smart way to own!
Call Kate Tompkins with Orlando Homes Worldwide! We are a one stop shop
for financing with ACM Horne Loans & Financial Services complimenting your
purchase. Iwant to work for you! Iwill pre-qualify you and find a fantastic
first home, condo, investment property, and place of peace to suit your needs.

•

Villa Valencia Condos.
1,2,3 bdrms. Gated community.
Starting at $130's. 10 mins from UCF.
Call for incentives. 407-381-0500
www.villavalenciacondos.com

EARN

UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership.
JUST $2500 DOWN.
NO CLOSING COST. Luxurious 1, 2,
and 3 BDR Condos. Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

UP .TO
----~---·········-······-·

New Donors
this ad
SPECIAL .Bring

for $5 extra

2
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Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO
www.dciplasma.com
321·235-9100
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WRENWOOD CONDOS

5 2

'89 Oldsmobile Ninety-Eight

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

7
1 i ..............., 9 4
................

7
5 3

,6

2

Monday's puzzle:
Easy /eve/

6
6 3

4
7

3 4

Thursday's puzzle:
Medium level

8

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Touring Sedan 40. 82K miles. Runs
great! Repainted In 2002. Leather
Interior. Auto transmission.
16·23mpg. On-board computer
system (trip tracker, oll change
reminder, etc.) Brand new
AM/FM/CD w/remote. $1500 OBO.
954-608·7103; tej220@gmall.com

PIE IN THE SKY CROSSWORD
Bedding SERTA pillow top King mattress
set LIKE NEW 407-249-8235 $499/0BO
New Radiators and Condensers from
$99 + labor. Completed order repairs
foreign and domestic. Orlando Auto
Repair. 1024 South Orange Blossom
Trail. 407·872·7352

35MM CAMERA FOR SAl.E
Minolta HTsl Plus, 35-80mm Minolta
lens, 75-300mm Tamron lens, filters,
Minolta camera bag, Minolta camera
strap. ONLY $2501 Call 954-608-7103
e-mail: tej220@gmall.com
Furniture For Sale
7 pc. set. Couch, love seat, chair, 2 end
tables, coffee table, and lamp. Asking
price $425/obo. Call 407-965-1792

100% FREE Online Dating.

•
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HEATHER GLEN SUDOKU

Ready to move in home near
UCF-3/2/2 on almost 1 acre $259K.
Complete info: http://obeo
com/PublicNiewer/Unbranded.aspx?
ID=231751 &refurl=mfr.mlxchange.com
407:761 -0399

1, 2 and 3·bedrc;>om condos.
Concret~ Block Construction, single
story. Conversion property, major
renovation Inside & out. Priced from
the $120's. 6 miles to UCF.
407·657·9604 or
www.wrenwoodcondos.com

······-···-·················

•

3bd/2ba immaculate home w/in min of
UCF $259,900. 100% financing
available. Several 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
condos from the low $1 OOs. Call today
for expert help w/ all of your real estate
needs. The Selby Group 407-482-8225.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

donating
plasma regularly

..

1

3/212 99' Spacious Screened Porch.Many Upgrades, Dinning Room,
Regency Park, Behind UCF, Must Seel
Call Joe/Mary 407-341 -5005 Or http;//AndruskoHouse.HomeWebs.com

$170/MO.

'

CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK SWINNER

(407) 947-6785 • Kate@acmhomeloans.com
www.rapidsellers.com/k.tompkins
7800 W. Sand lake Road #109 ·Orlando, FL 31879

'
•

·sPOT
THE SPOOF

No trial period, no restrictions. It Is
really 100% FREE. Join and use
Instantly. www.MyAreaSlngles.com
STUDENTS WITH LOANS·Rates go up
this July 1. No cos.t federal consolidation
program fixes rates and lowers
payments. Still in school/grace period-no
problem. Contact aid rep at
888.602.6963 or apply online at
www.FLStudentAid.com

ACROSS
1. Wine region
5. Put away the
groceries?
8. Stand
12. Angu lar
13. Ellipsis piece
14. Heraldic
band
15. Tocsin
16. Deletions
18. Move
stealthily
20. Not yet firm
21. Covered
25. Necklace
spacer
28. Yellow
and Black
32. Sheepish
female
33. Windlass
35. Check for
the id
36. Chicken
chow

38. Citizen
40. Chinese

appetizer
42. Pointless
45. Dismiss
49 . Lonely
53. Dry as dust
54. Ultimate
55. Turkish
governor
56 . Soliloquy
start
57. Duel tool
58. Wood
chopper
59. Somme
summers

5. Dog-day
drink
6. Crag
7 . Greek
vowel
8 . Limits
9. Commits
a faux pas
10. Helm
direction
11 . What's left
over

DOWN
1 . Priests' robes
2. Caught
in the act
3. Chaucer
off~ring

4. Like parquet

Ready to Buy or Sell a Home?
Let me help you! Familiar with East
Orlando, investment properties, condos,
family homes. Experienced, hardworking realtor. Nancy Wolt, EXIT Realty
(407)765-6127 www.NancyWolt.com
NancyExitRealty@yahoo.com
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
MATH TUTOR·- Graduate student at
UCF. Algebra, trig, pre-calculus, &
calculus 1-111. $20/hr, flexible hours. Call
Victor 407-362-4046

.

MOTORCYCLE TRANSPORT
$0.49/mile plus service fee
www.transportermover.com
Call 407.963.6980
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life l Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823·1537 Toll Free 866-303·1573

17. Take

to court
19. Discerned

22. How to
serve
hash?
23. Of an arm
bone
24. Right-hand
page
25. Athletic
arbiter
26. Be obligated to
27. Born
29. Yet,
in poetry
30. Eastern
ruler
31 . Helios,
in Rome
34. Sledder's
need
37. Designate
39. Acid salt
41 . Coagulate
42. Baseless
43, __ tide
44. African fox
46. Jogging
pace
47. Caustic
remark
48. Pindaric
products
50 . Arab cloak
51. Lone Star
nickname
52. Scrutinize

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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i auv anv Lu Pizza l
!Receive 10 Wings!

PIANO LESSONS •· Experienced and
trained w/theory. Flexible hours &
meeting locations. $20/hr. 407-362-4046

!
I

FREE!

!
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Pay for your Education from equity In
a home while building credit. Pay off
high credit cards, consolidate debt.
For any Realtor I Lending concerns
contact Melissa 407·923-9281

"Lawsuits Made Easy" seminar
pres.e nted by experienced .
attorney/author Dr. Frederick Graves.
Learn how to file or defend lawsuits....•
with or without a lawyer. Protect
yourself from legal abuse! Saturday,
April 22, 9:00am·5:00 pm. Basic
registration only $199-·satlsfactlon
guaranteed. For details and to
register: 1-866-LAW·EASY
www.Jurlsdlctlonary.com

GRAB YOUR

THE WORLD HAS HAD ENOUGH
hunger, poverty, and injustice. An
extraordinary enlightened World Teacher
is here to help. Learn mpre:
8AA-242-8272 • Share-lntern!(tional.org

COUPON BOOK

IN THE STUDE

UNION TODAY!

)
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• Fully furnished
·Resort style
swimming pool
·All inclusive rent*

)

. *Some restrictions may apply .

407.382.4114
1:5:?
EQUAL ffOIU:UtG
OPPOffTUNITV

Fully Furnished
Luxury!
24-hour high-speed Internet
service in all four. bedrooms

CABLE TV programming with
68 channels plus HBO.

Unlimited local phone service
(private line in each bedroom),
and all utilities included!

FREE shuttle bus service
to and from UCF campus

Wi-Fi Hotspots FREE!

Movie Theater with
stadium seating

"Commun[ty features
are excellent, and there
are extracurricular activities going on all the
time."

"I've lived in Riverwind
for three years and it's
been a pleasure. There's
no other{ollegiate
complex I' rather be at."

"Riverwind has been a "Riverwind meets all my
safe haven for my good needs! lt'snear UCF, the
friends and I over the .apartment is very comfortpast two years. Over this able and home-like, and
time I've witnessed
the complex is kept very
first-hand the quick
clean and up to standards.
response and caring
Topping if off is a reasonattitude of the manage- able rent that includes .
ment and staff.."
everything, even a
24-hour courtesy guard!"
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